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Abstract 
The aim of this study was to examine the link, if any, between the guidance provided 
to teachers by the CAPS for Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics and in particular, the link to the 
poor performance of Grade 6 learners who participated in this study. The research 
design was an exploratory case study of the guidance provided for teaching fractions. 
An interpretive phenomenological approach was used to explore the teachers’ 
understanding of this guidance, in particular, the cues on how to teach fractions as 
proposed, whilst also integrating the values identified as crucial in the CAPS. It was 
important not to distort crucial disciplinary and engagement relations when doing so. 
The sampling was purposive and convenient and document analysis, lesson 
observations and interviews were used to collect data. The conceptual framework of 
this study is based on Bernstein’s (1981) theory of intellectual fields of production and 
reproduction, this is further explained by Maton’s (2000, 2007) knowledge and knower 
structures. The findings indicate that two of the three teachers faced challenges in 
teaching Mathematics. Even if the guidance in CAPS was adequate, inadequate 
expertise in content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and pedagogical 
knowledge on their part made teaching Mathematics difficult for them. They also found 
the training seminars or workshops offered insufficient support and failed to aid them 
understand the CAPS and the values it expected to be integrated into teaching. As a 
result, the teachers did not fully understand how to effectively use the few available 
resources in their school to facilitate the learners’ understanding of the concepts 
taught. In conclusion, the study recommends improvements in teacher education, 
continuous teachers’ professional development programmes and teacher recruitment. 
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CHAPTER 1 – Background to Study 
1.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the background of the South African curriculum policy with 
special attention paid to the multiple changes that have occurred over the years and 
the curriculum policy (Curriculum Assessment Policy Statement [CAPS]) for 
Mathematics as a school subject, in particular, the policy for Grades 4-6. It further lays 
out the problem statement, discusses the research questions and aims of the study in 
addition to the concept of Mathematics as a school subject, the conceptual framework 
for the study and research design. Finally, it examines the research methodology and 
organisation of the study. 
1.2. Background  
In South Africa, the curriculum policy has gone through several changes, but its 
implementation remains a challenge. According to Hoadley and Jansen (2009), the 
National Curriculum Statement CAPS is founded on a learner-centred approach which 
encourages consideration of personal experience and utilisation of everyday 
knowledge in teaching to facilitate meaningful learning. However, they argue that since 
the policy is in stark contrast to Bernstein’s (1981) view regarding Mathematics as 
educational knowledge that is strongly classified and is concerned more with 
“absences”. The mixed discourse is confusing and creates uncertainty when the policy 
is supposed to be implemented (Hoadley & Jansen, 2009). As a result, Mathematical 
knowledge is accessible to a select few whose personal experiences facilitate the 
understanding of its concepts. South Africa is thus faced with what is known as 
performance gaps between high and low socio-economic status (SES) learners 
(Graven, 2013). In general, learners from a high-income status group perform better 
overall than learners who come from less privileged backgrounds because of the 
elaborated language codes they possess.  
According to Spaull (2013), there are two public school systems in the country; the 
smaller, better-achieving system geared towards the wealthy percentage of pupils 
mainly in urban areas and then the larger often less urban or rural system occupied 
by the underprivileged percentage of pupils (Spaull, 2013). Learners in more urban 
areas are performing one to two years ahead of those in less urban and rural areas. 
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These performance gaps are, in many cases, a legacy of South Africa’s history of 
Apartheid, characterised by severe inequality and lack of resources for some sectors 
of society. For example, the Apartheid regime made access to Mathematics difficult 
for the majority of learners. The curriculum targeted a small group of learners thought 
to have good foundations in Mathematics and performed well in it because they were 
provided with the tools that aided their success (Moloi, 2010). This group formed the 
minority considered suitable to continue onto tertiary education to study what Moloi 
(2010) calls hard skill subjects, such as engineering or medicine. The result is that 
South Africa (with its history of racial divisions) is currently struggling to implement 
goals and objectives that are commonly valued and shared by all persons involved in 
education. There seems to be a consensus that even though the current education 
system is guided by clearly stated goals, objectives, content, and pedagogy (Long & 
Dunne, 2014), guidelines on how the curriculum should be organised and designed 
are contested. As a result, with regards to, for example, Mathematics, the struggle is 
not only about the appropriateness of the proposed goals, objectives, content and 
pedagogy, but also about how to implement them in the most effective and efficient 
way (Long & Dunne, 2014).  
Long and Dunne (2014) have argued that since the curriculum is the foundation of 
every education system, its impact within a school depends on the way in which it is 
organised, its development and implementation. The organisation, development and 
implementation of the curriculum will determine, to an extent, the success of the 
education system. However, in South Africa, the implementation of the Mathematics 
curriculum is a standard procedure of just preparing learners for assessments or 
upcoming exams and, as a result, teachers seem to apply rote learning; in other words, 
learning to remember or memorise content instead of learning to understand and apply 
it (Graven, 2002). This way of teaching does not allow much room for teachers to 
engage with the learners in a way that is meaningful or make their learning authentic. 
Teaching techniques, usually, simply includes a chalk board, white board or smart 
board accompanied by textbooks (Long & Dunne, 2014).  
Curriculum organisation involves a consideration of various issues such as subject 
matter, objectives, decisions regarding content and what knowledge should be 
included, the lived experiences of the students that should be considered, and the 
sequencing of knowledge and skills – in other words, the order in which knowledge is 
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taught to the learners (Ediger, 2007). The CAPS also states that, for example, 
Mathematics should be relevant to the learners’ lives and enable them to create links 
to current issues within their communities, country and then globally (Department of 
Basic Education, 2011b). The policy also states that Mathematics should be made 
available to all learners by catering for different needs and cultures. Such relevance 
and relatedness are often referred to as authentic learning (Pearce, 2016).  
According to Pearce (2016), learning should mirror the complexities of real life so that 
students can realise that what they are learning is connected and relevant and, most 
importantly, that it can leave an impression on the world around them and influence 
their future selves. Authentic learning is thus designed to connect what learners are 
learning in the classroom to situations that are happening in the real world (Pearce, 
2016). There are ten elements that are believed to represent the essence of authentic 
learning according to Pearce (2016); namely :  
1. Real-life relevance, which aims to make activities as close to real life as 
possible.  
2. Ill-defined problems, so that learners are challenged to dig deeper into a 
problem in order to solve it.  
3. Sustained investigation, which require learners to spend a substantial amount 
of time in solving tasks or projects. 
4. Use of multiple sources and different perspectives so that learners become 
accustomed to different ways of thinking but are also able to distinguish 
between useful sources of information, and irrelevant sources of information. 
5. Collaboration, which requires learners to work in groups. This aids learners in 
realising that success is not achieved alone; instead, they learn that working 
together with others is beneficial and important.  
6. Reflection. It is important for learners to reflect on their own learning progress 
and set goals for themselves so that they remain focused and motivated. 
7. An interdisciplinary perspective, which means that projects should not be 
limited to one subject or set of knowledges but should instead make use of 
knowledge and skills from different subjects. 
8. Integrated assessment. 
9. Polished products. 
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10. Multiple interpretations and outcomes, which, in essence, allows for many 
different solutions to a problem.  
In Mogari’s (2014) view, the ways and means in which learning is made effective and 
meaningful to learners, in a way that they can use what they are learning in their 
everyday lives, plays a significant role in learning. Learning, especially of Mathematics, 
needs to be understood as it operates in a cultural context (Moloi, 2013). If teachers 
are unaware of the cultures within their classroom, they are unable to teach in a way 
that all learners are included and understand. In South Africa for example, there are 
several indigenous board games such as Diketo, which is a coordination game, and 
Morabaraba, which is a board game (Moloi, 2013, p. 3). These kinds of games are 
underpinned by Mathematical concepts and skills that could be used to make real-life 
activities relatable to the classroom (Moloi, 2013) and make learning fun and 
conducive.  
Furthermore, teacher content knowledge is the most crucial part of an education 
system and the quality of the teacher is directly related to the quality of the education 
system as a whole (Spaull, 2013). Spaull (2013, p. 24) describes teacher content 
knowledge as the single most important variable that influences pupil achievement 
within schools. However, in his view, in South Africa the knowledge is inadequate, with 
many teachers teaching a curriculum that they themselves have not yet mastered (see 
also Mogari (2014).  
Spaull (2013, p. 24) argues that a teacher cannot teach what they do not know. Without 
a deeper understanding of subject-content, teachers are unable to simplify the content 
for the learners because they do not understand why it (content) is the way it is 
(Mogari, 2014). In addition, the lack of teachers’ content knowledge has a cyclical 
impact on the system as a whole. The teachers are unable to help the students learn 
with more ease and the content is not made relatable or relevant to the learners, 
causing them to struggle in understanding concepts. The results are poor as it is 
evident in Mathematics today.  
According to Mogari (2014) the teachers in South Africa lack content knowledge 
because the present education programmes are less demanding and well-rounded. 
The vertical organisation of the subject content of Mathematics requires building on 
previous knowledge, whilst its increasing complexity and difficulty requires a pedagogy 
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that prioritises performance because of its strong classification (Bernstein, 1981). 
Therefore, to meet standards of excellence, its legitimation and epistemic codes 
cannot be distorted. As explained by Floding and Swier (2012), knowledge codes are 
unique to each subject – what they refer to as communities. It is within each community 
of practice that codes are realised and passed on to the ‘newcomers’. As one becomes 
more involved in the knowledge community, the knowledge becomes more complex 
and requires an ‘old-timer’ to pass on the important information. A ‘newcomer’ in this 
sense would be a learner and an ‘old-timer’ would refer to the teacher. In this way, 
teachers as old-timers are crucial to the learning process as they are responsible for 
transferring the required knowledge and associated codes. As they do so, the 
knowledge structures are made accessible to the learners as the newcomers. As 
Maton (2014, p. 88) has also put it; “the generative principles underlying intellectual 
fields of knowledge production” and the “relations between the concepts of knowledge 
structures and the educational knowledge codes” are important to communicating 
knowledge. However, because of the lack of adequate Mathematics content 
knowledge, South African teachers tend to stick to one method of teaching because 
they are uncertain and weary to teach a concept differently at the risk of altering its 
meaning or correctness. Their way of teaching changes rarely or minimally to avoid 
confusion or the possibility of teaching incorrectly (Krauss, 2008). The teacher’s 
pedagogical knowledge is also poor as they are unable to formulate and teach in 
different ways. Due to a lack of concrete understanding of the curriculum, they lose 
the purpose of the content and the learners, in turn, lose the ability to make meaning 
of the content knowledge to which they are exposed (Krauss, 2008). In addition to 
these challenges, the CAPS document places the learner at the centre of the 
curriculum. Therefore, in the face of challenges when teachers have to plan, design 
and teach, the discourse in the CAPS can be seen as reinforcing social inequalities 
and benefitting those of the middle and upper class whose personal experiences will 
make it easy to access, for example, the knowledge codes associated with 
Mathematics. For example, those from the middle class would be able to understand 
the language of a restricted and an elaborated code. They would be able to understand 
concepts and questions that are more complex as they have had more exposure to 
different ways of thinking. Those from disadvantaged backgrounds would have a 
restricted code because of less exposure to different ways of thinking and resources 
to use as a means of expanding their human capital and improving their problem-
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solving skills. As a result, learners who possess elaborate codes would be less likely 
to struggle with subjects such as Mathematics as they have access to more resources 
and are better able to build on their human capital. Since Mathematics uses a 
particular language that requires a distinct way of thinking, those with an elaborated 
code are more likely to succeed when learning the subject as they have the tools and 
the resources to understand and relate to it. In light of this argument, it is reasonable 
to argue that the racially based history of education provision in South Africa sets up 
the curriculum to favour those who have elaborated codes. The question arising from 
this assumption is this: Is the poor pass rate in Mathematics due to this policy 
discourse and its implications for curriculum development and implementation, in 
particular, the emphasis on the integration of the proposed values? In other words, are 
the values causing confusion in interpreting the CAPS, specifically for Grade 4-6 and, 
in turn, affecting the pass rate?  
1.2.1. The CAPS for Mathematics 
The Department of Basic Education (2011b) states that Mathematics is a human 
activity and encompasses observing, representing, and investigating patterns and 
qualitative relationships. Furthermore, it helps to advance mental processes, in turn 
enhancing logical and critical thinking, accuracy and problem-solving skills 
(Department of Basic Education, 2011b, p. 8). However, the provision of education in 
South Africa has historically been based on race and has restricted access to 
adequate resources and the efficient teaching of subjects, in particular Mathematics, 
for some racial groups. Furthermore, the materials used for learning support, such as 
notes or textbooks, were not relatable to students (Moloi, 2010). Learning support 
resources that were used were based on western knowledge and philosophies, and 
therefore, could not be adapted to indigenous knowledge systems (Moloi, 2010). 
Lastly, the content was also taught in a language foreign to the majority of these racial 
groups. This made the understanding of concepts, especially in Mathematics, 
extremely difficult (Moloi, 2010).  
Graven (2002) argues that the curriculum also promoted an educator-centred 
approach to teaching and learning that did not encourage learner engagement and 
participation in their own learning process. Instead, the educator was responsible for 
providing knowledge for the students to simply listen and take notes. Teaching rather 
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than learning was at the centre of the curriculum. This was problematic since learners 
were unable to connect to such content and develop competences such as critical 
thinking or reasoning. The learners were also unable to develop specific theoretical 
insights and skills required to cope with Mathematics. This resulted in decreased levels 
of performance in Mathematics. As a means to address this, a change was made to 
the curriculum used during Apartheid.  
South Africa attempted to address the problem by introducing an Outcomes Based 
Education (OBE) system of education. The initial change came after the change of 
government in 1994. The OBE system promoted a shift from an educator-centred 
curriculum to a learner-centred one to pull together the different strands of education, 
namely; training, recognition of knowledge and linking it to prior learning, and the 
mobility of learners, by teaching fundamental life skills such as critical thinking, 
communication, group work, community work and evaluation skills (Moloi, 2010). The 
assumption was that the skills would bring the majority of learners to the same level 
of capability. Therefore, at its core, the curriculum was about holistic development, 
teaching relevant content, promoting participation and ownership for both teachers 
and students, encouraging creative and critical thinking, developing and thus 
maintaining quality standards, and international comparability (Engelbrecht & Harding, 
2008).  
With OBE, the learners were to be inspired to work collaboratively, ask questions, 
debate solutions, and engage with the content presented to them. However, the 
curriculum policy lacked a number of aspects; namely, it was believed to be politically 
driven and, therefore, showed little understanding of the reality in the classroom 
(Jansen, 1998). For example, the effectiveness and success of C2005 required a 
wealth of teaching resources, but the reality of most schools and classrooms reflected 
a severe lack of resources; namely, teacher-training, language of instruction, 
relevance of content, physical resources such as stationary, textbooks and 
mathematical apparatus that would aid teaching and understanding, to name a few. 
Furthermore, the language of OBE was considered complicated and confusing for 
teachers as they had to learn new definitions and meanings in order to correctly 
implement the curriculum (Jansen, 1998). For these reasons, OBE failed in South 
Africa.  
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From OBE, South Africa moved to the curriculum in place to date, the National 
Curriculum Statement (NCS). The NCS has three main aims. The first is to redress 
the past inequalities and create a society that has democratic values, social justice, 
and human rights (Department of Basic Education, 2011b, p. iv). Secondly, the NCS 
aims to bring out the potential within each individual and improve the quality of life of 
all citizens in South Africa. Lastly, it aims to create foundations for a democratic society 
that has a voice, is protected by the law, and build a united nation based on these 
values (Department of Basic Education, 2011b, p. iv).  
Coupled to the NCS is the Curriculum and Assessment Policy (CAPS) for each 
subject, which provides a detailed description of teaching guidelines, sequencing and 
pacing of topics through the year (Department of Basic Education, 2011b). The 
assumption is that the knowledge acquired in Mathematics can be separated into 
topics, for example, knowing, applying and reasoning (Long & Dunne, 2014). Each 
stage within the school should prepare the learner for the next stage (Department of 
Basic Education, 2011b). For example, in the intermediate phase, learning should 
prepare learners for the content in the senior phase and enable them to draw links 
between the prior knowledge acquired and the new knowledge being taught. 
Specifically, for Mathematics, the NCS includes assessment as a means of monitoring 
learners’ progress and understanding in Mathematics (Department of Basic 
Education, 2011b).  
Assessment has to provide feedback to both the learner and the teacher about the 
topics that have been taught, which learners have achieved relative success, and 
which may need improvement or better teaching on the part of the educator 
(Department of Basic Education, 2011b). The government has recently introduced an 
Annual National Assessment (ANA) policy, which comprises standardised tests written 
across South Africa. For Mathematics, the tests have assessed the performance of 
Grade 1 to 9 learners (Spaull, 2013) and are, in theory, required to be a standardised 
indication of learning that has occurred and facilitate early identification and 
remediation of learning deficits (Spaull, 2013). The ANA results have since shown that 
there are a vast majority of learners in South Africa who are underperforming, 
specifically in Mathematics (Department of Education, 2014b). There are, as noted 
before, severe educational inequalities which have been further highlighted by the 
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ANA. These inequalities are related to a number of correlated factors, specifically: 
wealth, school location, language, and province (Spaull, 2013, p. 7).  
Furthermore, South Africa participated in two international tests; Trends in 
International Mathematics and Science and Study (TIMSS) and Southern and East 
African Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality (SACMEQ). These tests 
evaluated the performance of South African learners over a certain period of time and 
compared the results to those of other countries. SACMEQ 2007 showed no 
improvement in Mathematics Grade 6 since the year 2000, whereas in SACMEQ IV 
there was an improvement in Mathematics, however this improvement still did not 
reach the expected standards of Mathematics in Grade 6. Compared to other African 
countries, South Africa performed lower than countries that are considered less 
wealthy or less developed.  
As can be deduced, South Africa has a large number of learners who are not 
performing as expected in Mathematics and therefore, demonstrating a lack of 
competence in the subject (Bansilal, Goba, James, & Webb, 2015). Mathematical 
problem-solving is viewed as essential in aiding understanding of the physical, 
economic, and social world as well as creative thinking (Department of Basic 
Education, 2011b, p. 8).  
1.3. Problem Statement 
The main aim of the NCS CAPS for Mathematics is to address and incorporate 
realistic, real-life problems when teaching. The problems have to be related to issues 
such as health, socio-economics and the environment, to name a few, in order to raise 
the learners’ awareness of these social issues and engage with them using skills learnt 
from Mathematics, such as problem-solving and critical thinking (Department of Basic 
Education, 2011b). Therefore, on paper, the CAPS document appears to be sufficient 
to improve South African education. However, the proposed learner-centred model is 
likely to promote incoherence between subject content and curriculum design and 
implementation. It is this seemingly incoherent discourse that was of interest in this 
study. Yet, in South Africa, research in Mathematics education (such as Moloi (2010) 
and Hoadley and Jansen (2009)) seems to focus mainly on how, in general, the 
curriculum must address the inequalities of the past and create equal opportunity for 
success. Even though the competence model (Bernstein, 1981) assumed by the NCS 
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CAPS is likely to create challenges for teachers when they have to develop the 
curriculum. The focus triggered the need to take a closer look at the NCS CAPS as a 
curriculum policy in an effort to identify the problem areas responsible for the poor 
performance in Mathematics. The policy was examined in relation to policies from 
other countries in order to clarify what the guidelines for CAPS Grades 4-6 need in 
order to facilitate the teachers understanding of the policy and ensure its successful 
implementation.  
Countries that are performing well in Mathematics set benchmarks and can be models 
to those countries that appear to be struggling. It is important for countries to take note 
of successes and failures in other contexts and investigate whether the successes 
could be drawn on to improve standards based on the international ones 
(Grussendorff, Booyse, & Burroughs, 2010). Therefore, in South Africa, policy 
formulators need to consider lessons from other contexts. Studying curriculum policies 
of successful education systems ranked as some of the best in the world – for example 
Finland, Australia and Singapore – could provide useful lessons. Otherwise, there will 
be neither improvement nor growth in learner performance. The mistakes will be 
repeated and the existing situation or conditions re-entrenched.  
1.4. Research Question and Sub-questions 
How can the Grade 4-6 CAPS discourse be linked to the general poor performance of 
South African grade 6 learners in Mathematics? 
1.4.1. Sub-questions 
• What form of pedagogy is proposed in the Grade 4-6 CAPS for Mathematics? 
• How do teachers relate the Grade 4-6 mathematics subject content to the 
learners’ lived experiences as expected by the CAPS?  
• What resources do teachers use to teach and facilitate the learners’ access to 
mathematical knowledge prescribed for Grade 4-6? 
• What is the relationship, if any, amongst the Grade 4-6 CAPS for Mathematics, 
teachers’ curriculum practices and the poor performance of learners? 
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1.5. Aim of the Study 
The aim of the study was to explore the link, if any, between the discourse in the 
Grade 4-6 CAPS for Mathematics and the general poor performance of South 
African grade 4- 6 learners in the subject. 
1.5.1. Objectives of the Study  
• To identify the pedagogy proposed for teaching Grade 4-6 mathematics. 
• To examine how the teachers offering grade 4-6 Mathematics used the 
learners’ lived experiences to clarify the subject content. 
• To identify the teaching and learning aids the teachers used to explain the 
concepts taught. 
• To explore the relationship, if any, amongst the Grade 4-6 CAPS for 
Mathematics, teachers’ curriculum practices and the poor performance of 
learners. 
1.6. Literature Review 
In the late 1900s, Finland’s education system was considered mediocre and average, 
as indicated by poor learner achievements in international comparative testing. 
However, it is currently considered to have one of the best education systems in the 
world with achievement of learners (in international tests) that is above average in 
terms of pass rate (Sahlberg, 2014). The improved educational status is a direct result 
of the country’s emphasis on building teacher capacity and ensuring that teachers are 
well equipped, highly educated, well trained and trustworthy (Sahlberg, 2014). For the 
Finnish, teachers are considered key elements in making a difference to what learners 
learn and how they learn (Sahlberg, 2014).  
Finland also has flexible and loose standards (Sahlberg, 2014). Teachers work with 
learning targets and focus on deep and broad learning as a means of growing an 
individual’s knowledge and skills (Sahlberg, 2014). This way of learning places less 
pressure on both the students and the teachers, creates an environment built on trust 
and openness, and allows for creativity and relativity. These teacher expectations can 
thus be strongly related or influenced by the Didaktik tradition outlined in Autio (2007).  
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According to Hudson (2007), Didaktik involves the planned and organised support 
created for learning to promote ‘Bildung’ (Hudson, 2007), or the learners’ self-
formation; that is, the ability to act, think and decide on one’s own accord (Autio, 2007), 
as a means of liberating oneself from internal and external entrapments. Teachers’ 
lesson plans are meant to create an environment in which learners are encouraged to 
navigate their own route within a learning structure (Hudson, 2007).  
According to Hudson (2007), lessons within the Didaktik tradition are based on five 
reflection questions, namely: “What wider or general sense of reality do these 
concepts exemplify? What significance does the content in question or the experience, 
knowledge, ability, or skill, have in the lives of the children? What makes it significant 
to the learner’s future? How is it structured? In what way can the content become 
interesting and relevant to the children in the class?” ( p. 1377). It is in this sense that 
the Didaktik tradition is meant to develop learners who are self-formed, self-
determined and self-sufficient. It encourages the ownership of learning on the part of 
those taught by allowing teachers to create a structure or framework in which they can 
act as guides and learners become the generators of knowledge. With such 
“professional autonomy” (p. 137), they teach without strict prescriptive curriculum 
controls. The tradition is underpinned by an assumption that humans are born into a 
cultural environment and social system that offers them opportunities to cope with and 
acquire the cultural objects as a means of achieving Bildung or self-formation. 
Therefore, in Finland, learners are very much a part of the curriculum process and 
designing a programme for their individual needs (OECD, 2010). Learners work at 
their own pace through the different modular structures and produce their own study 
plans (OECD, 2010). This allows learners to select topics that are of interest to them 
and relevant to their own personal situations and planned futures. There is an 
increased responsibility placed on the learners to control and manage their learning. 
Teachers are there as guides and allow learners to navigate through tasks and learn 
concepts on their own, providing only the necessary and basic information to start 
(OECD, 2010), and then providing additional assistance when needed. In allowing 
learners to be in control of their learning, Finland is creating autonomous learners who 
are able to find meaning and relate to content in their own individualised way. 
In Singapore, relevance of a topic is important in ensuring that learners are able to 
grasp the concepts effectively. Teachers in Singapore are encouraged to introduce 
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Mathematical concepts through social experience (SeokHoon, 2000). In Singapore it 
is believed that by having peer groups with different opinions exchanging ideas, 
difficult Mathematical equations could be performed effectively (SeokHoon, 2000). 
Also, learners within these groups are exposed to differing thought processes and 
ways of solving problems, thereby expanding their own knowledge. In Singapore, 
learners are constantly engaged in interesting and culturally meaningful problem-
solving activities (SeokHoon, 2000), thus allowing them a chance at a full and deep 
understanding of the context and content of their work.  
Likewise, in Australia, teachers are required to know their students well; this includes 
their linguistic, cultural, socio-economic and religious backgrounds (Australian Institute 
for Teaching and School Leadership, 2011). Teachers are made aware of how these 
differing backgrounds affect a learners’ ability to learn and understand, and are 
therefore required to shape their teaching around these aspects (Australian Institute 
for Teaching and School Leadership, 2011). In doing so, teachers in Australia make 
meaning of the content they are teaching.  
In South Africa, the situation is confusing. The students are expected to make input to 
their learning even when being taught subjects in which they cannot have any direct 
input to the learning process. According to Hoadley and Jansen (2009), the NCS and 
CAPS are founded on a learner-centred approach, which encourages consideration 
of personal experience and utilising everyday knowledge when teaching. This is in 
stark contrast to Bernstein’s (1981) views on the performance model. He views 
Mathematics as educational knowledge that is strongly classified and thus dependent 
on a teacher-centred approach. Teachers have to transmit the knowledge directly to 
the learners with little provision for learners to relate concepts to their everyday 
knowledge and decide on how to sequence and pace the content they have to learn. 
A learners’ prior knowledge and existing abilities are not directly considered. Secondly, 
Mathematics, based on its classification, is concerned more with ‘absences’ (Hoadley 
& Jansen, 2009) with regards to the knowledge that ought to have been acquired and 
thus performance in a subject. Thirdly, its vertical organisation – building on previous 
knowledge whilst increasing complexity and difficulty – makes accomplishing 
outcomes more challenging and accessible to a select few who are able to grasp the 
higher-grade concepts. Fourthly, the mixed nature of the NCS (being competence-
based yet having a subject that is performance-based - Mathematics) is confusing, in 
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turn creating uncertainty and refutation around the implementation of the curriculum 
when teaching and how this should be done (Long & Dunne, 2014) 
It is also up to the teacher to ensure that knowledge of Mathematical concepts is 
passed on efficiently and effectively. The problem in South Africa is that many 
Mathematics teachers have below basic levels of content knowledge and are unable 
to answer the very questions they ask their pupils (Bansilal, et al., 2015). According to 
Bansilal, et al. (2015), rural Mathematics teachers have significantly lower levels of 
content knowledge compared to those in rural areas across Africa.  
The content knowledge of the teacher when teaching Mathematics is important in 
reaching the educational outcomes. Mathematical knowledge comprises of two 
domains, according to Bansilal, et al. (2015). The first domain is subject matter for 
teaching. This domain is further divided into common content knowledge and 
specialised content knowledge (Bansilal, et al., 2015). The first sub-compartment is 
knowledge that is used in settings other than teaching; it is apparent when a teacher 
is familiar and understands the work, they are asking their learners to do (Bansilal, et 
al., 2015). The second sub-compartment is knowledge that is unique to teaching; it is 
the understanding of different interpretations of the operations in ways which students 
do not need to explicitly differentiate (Bansilal, et al., 2015). The second domain is 
pedagogic content knowledge. This is knowledge required by the teacher in order to 
mediate teaching successfully (Bansilal, et al., 2015). In other words, teachers need 
to know how best to explain certain topics, understand where learners may struggle 
and require extra assistance, understand the preconceptions that learners have about 
Mathematics, be able to translate rules into numbers, and explain this in multiple 
different ways (Bansilal, et al., 2015).  
As a subject, Mathematics has four attributes that need to be obtained. The first is 
contextual language. This refers to the words or phrases that are used. Each word or 
phrase hold a particular meaning within a context (Bansilal, et al., 2015). Secondly, 
contextual signifiers. Contextual signifiers refer to the signifiers used in the context to 
divulge specific information. The meaning of these signifiers is bound to the context of 
the question (Bansilal, et al., 2015). Contextual rules are the third attribute. Rules are 
bound to the context and need to be interpreted within the given context (Bansilal, et 
al., 2015, p. 2). Lastly, contextual graphs. These graphs are used to present the data 
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or information within the context (Bansilal, et al., 2015, p. 2). Learners need to be able 
to interpret and understand these graphs within its context. Mathematics as a subject 
requires close attention from the teachers and learners. Specifically, teachers need to 
be well trained in the subject and able to offer support where needed. 
1.7. Mathematics as a School Subject in South Africa: Conceptual Implications 
As a school subject, Mathematics has been identified by many countries as crucial for 
the development of society and the economy (Mogari, 2014). In the South African NCS 
CAPS, Mathematics is explained as a language which includes symbols and notations 
that define the relationships between numeracy, geometry and graphics and visual 
images such as graphs and drawings (Department of Basic Education, 2011b, p. 8). 
The policy’s main aim is to address and incorporate realistic, real-life problems when 
teaching to raise the learners’ awareness of how they can be solved using skills learnt 
from Mathematics, such as problem-solving and critical thinking. Mwakapenda (2008) 
thus sees the subject as encouraging reasoning, logical thinking and skills that are 
important in today’s society. Its concepts and skills are structured in a highly 
specialised way to equip learners with higher order cognitive processes such as 
analysing arguments and situations, making decisions and thinking critically. The skills 
can be applied to all aspects of an individual’s life and help in understanding the world 
(Mwakapenda, 2008) and the specialised processes involved in knowing and 
understanding Mathematics (Mwakapenda, 2008), which are important in any 
curriculum and practised by all cultures. In Molefe and Brodie’s (2010) view, while 
Mathematics is about numbers, symbols, and structured procedures, it also involves 
other skills such as justifying, reasoning, communicating, and thinking.  
Hoadley and Jansen (2009) draw on Bernstein’s (1981) theory on two models of 
curriculum – the competence model and the performance model – to explain teaching 
that would be appropriate for teaching Mathematics as proposed by the NCS CAPS. 
In their view, the competence model implied in the policy is concerned with the 
learner’s innate abilities and the emphasis on drawing on real life experiences to aid 
building confidence to learn, and to expand understanding and his/her knowledge 
base. It blurs the line between the knowledge acquired in school and everyday 
knowledge (Hoadley & Jansen, 2009). Learning is strongly based on a learner’s 
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experience and the assumption is that learners can be, to a degree, jointly in charge 
of their own learning and the teacher acts as a facilitator (Hoadley & Jansen, 2009).  
In contrast, the performance model is characterised by a curriculum that is content-
specific and sequencing-dependent, and its focus is the development of high levels of 
understanding. The focus is on formal school knowledge as opposed to everyday 
knowledge and, most importantly, pedagogy is vertically organised. In other words, 
the knowledge learnt today is dependent on one’s understanding of the content taught 
yesterday (Hoadley & Jansen, 2009) – knowledge and understanding are developed 
in a specific sequence and becomes more complex than the previous bit of knowledge. 
In this model, the learner has less control over their learning. The teacher controls the 
process of learning, selection of content, sequencing, and pace of the learning 
(Hoadley & Jansen, 2009). In this way, performance models are teacher- and content-
centred and learning happens in specific places, for example in a classroom or 
laboratory. Furthermore, the performance model is based on what still needs to be 
learnt – known as “absences” (Hoadley & Jansen, 2009, p. 177) as opposed to the 
competence model which is based on “presences”, what the learner has achieved 
(Hoadley & Jansen, 2009, p. 176). However, according to Hoadley and Jansen (2009), 
subjects, in the classification to which Mathematics belongs, would have their own set 
of rules, methods of teaching and their own assessment criteria, which would be 
unique to the subject and distinct from any other subject. In this way, knowledge in this 
subject is considered prestigious, of a high standard and theoretical, thereby 
separating it from everyday knowledge and life and, in turn, making it accessible to a 
select few. In contrast, the discourse in the CAPS document could be understood as 
promoting the integration of everyday knowledge into subject content, even though 
Mathematics as educational knowledge can, in Bernstein’s view, be taught effectively 
only as a collection type of educational knowledge because of the codes associated 
with it as strongly classified knowledge.  
Bernstein (1981) distinguishes between two sets of codes, the elaborated and 
restricted codes. The elaborated codes would have universalistic meaning that could 
be shared in a subject and thus we can link the codes to the performance model, while 
the restricted codes are particularistic and can be directly related to specific material 
for a subject. The former is related to the collection type educational knowledge and 
as a result, the performance model. Drawing on the discussion, for example, a 
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competence model could be used to teach English, as competences and skills learnt 
in other languages might be helpful in teaching and learning English as a cultural 
symbol. In contrast, a subject such as Mathematics or Science, with a collection type 
of subject content would require foundational knowledge and skills learnt in these 
subjects to facilitate a grasp of concepts taught in related subjects. The subject also 
requires a pedagogic model that prioritises performance because its content is 
strongly classified and thus a collection type (Bernstein, 1981).  
It is on this basis that Maton (2000, p. 87) argues that “Bernstein showed how 
structuring of intellectual and educational knowledge specializes actors and 
discourses in ways that shape social relations, institutional organization, disciplinary 
and curricular change, identity, consciousness and habitus”. He extended Bernstein’s 
work by explaining how the concepts of classification and framing of knowledge can 
be understood further by drawing on Bernstein’s views on “epistemic codes” and 
“legitimate codes” as tools in the production of knowledge as educational devices that 
are used to de[contextualise], produce and reproduce knowledge.  
Maton (2008, p. 94) draws on what he terms legitimate and epistemic codes to 
reference classification (relative strength of boundaries of categories or contexts) and 
framing (relative strength of control categories or contexts). In his view, legitimation 
codes provide a means of conceptualising the structuring principles underlying 
intellectual fields. He further distinguishes four legitimation codes, namely: the 
knowledge code (possession of knowledge, i.e. procedures, skills, techniques); the 
knower code (disposition or ‘observation’, i.e. natural or innate capabilities, inculcated 
skills and knower’s social position); the relativist code (identity by neither knowledge 
nor disposition) and the élite code (possession of special knowledge and right knower), 
and argues that to become part of a discipline it is important to understand these codes 
and be able to reproduce knowledge without compromising them.  
In Maton’s (2007) view, for every knowledge structure there is also a knower structure. 
Whoever controls this structure also possesses the means to shape the field and thus 
defines the basis of status and achievement in the field. Knowledge structures also 
have horizontal and vertical discourses and within the vertical discourse there are 
horizontal and hierarchical knowledge structures. Therefore, the vertical organisation 
of Mathematics that requires building on previous knowledge whilst increasing 
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complexity and difficulty requires a pedagogy that is also vertically organised, in other 
words the method of teaching needs to be specific and guided, yet the CAPS 
document puts the learner at the centre of the curriculum. The belief here, in brief, is 
that people construct their own knowledge based on their personal experiences 
(Shunk, 2012). When faced with new topics or ideas, people instinctively try to relate 
them to what they are familiar with as a means of trying to make sense of the 
information. Therefore, finding ways of becoming more learner-centred and sensitive 
towards a learner’s own experience is important to the CAPS. However, such an 
expectation is worrying and has serious implications for learners’ success when 
considered in relation to Mathematics as a knowledge structure. In order to make a 
concept meaningful and relevant to a learner, a teacher needs to teach it according to 
the CAPS in a way that makes more sense to him/her. However, only the learners who 
possess elaborated codes can relate to the ways in which content is explained, unless 
the teachers are able to clarify what can be drawn on in the personal experiences of 
those who use restricted codes. Unless the teachers are able to do so, this is likely to 
result in inequalities as some learners will be gaining new knowledge whilst others will 
be excluded by their restricted codes.  
Epistemic codes are useful in creating, maintaining, reproducing, and transforming 
knowledge. They provide the structuring principles and identification of intellectual 
fields and are thus the “means whereby legitimation codes are created, maintained, 
reproduced, transformed and changed” (Maton, 2007, p. 88). As epistemic devices, 
they are responsible for the forms taken by intellectual fields. Therefore, for meeting 
standards of excellence, legitimation and epistemic codes are crucial. Since each 
academic field or area of specialisation has rules and regulations which need to be 
followed by anyone who wants to join it, as, respectively “the generative principles 
underlying intellectual fields of knowledge production” and the “relations between the 
concepts of knowledge structures and the educational knowledge codes”, these codes 
are important in conceptualising knowledge structures.  
The questions arising from this theory(ies) are the following: Is Mathematics proving 
difficult for South African learners because teachers face challenges in understanding 
the CAPS discourse and its implications for curriculum development and 
implementation, in particular, how they can integrate everyday knowledge when 
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teaching this subject? In essence, is the implementation of the Mathematics curriculum 
policy causing the poor performance through curriculum development and design? 
1.8. Research Methodology  
A qualitative, exploratory case study design is used for this study because it allows for 
an exploration of a problem in its context using a number of different sources (Baxter 
& Jack, 2008). Yin (2015) identifies three ways in which case studies can be used; as 
part of a larger study, as the primary evaluation method and as a dual-level evaluation 
which consists of sub-levels. A sub-level evaluation allows for special attention to sub-
categories within a study and can be used to gain understanding into the complexity 
and temporal changes within a phenomenon (Yin, 2015).  
1.9. Organisation of the Study 
This study consists of six chapters. The current chapter provides a general overview 
of the study and discusses the motivation, literature review and methodology. Chapter 
two discusses learner performance in Mathematics. This chapter focuses on 
Mathematical assessments of TIMSS and SACMEQ and the national assessment, 
ANA. 
Chapter three focuses on understanding the implications of the knowledge and knower 
codes of teaching and implementing Mathematics. This chapter discusses the 
importance of resources to teaching and its function in aiding learners to make 
meaning of content. Lastly, this chapter discusses countries performing well in 
Mathematics, namely Finland, Singapore, and Australia.  
Chapter four discusses, in more detail, the methodology used for this study. It focuses 
on the research design and approach, sampling technique and data management and 
analysis. 
Chapter 5 discusses the CAPS document, interviews, and observations of Grade 4-6 
Mathematics teachers. It focuses on the teachers’ understanding of the CAPS and 
their methods of implementation.  
Chapter six concludes the study by discussing the main findings, providing 
suggestions for future studies. Lastly, this chapter makes recommendations to 
improve the education field. 
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CHAPTER 2 – Learners’ Performance in Mathematics  
2.1. Introduction 
In South Africa, the Department of Basic Education shares all educational 
responsibility with provincial departments (Reddy, et al., 2015). It is the task of each 
provincial department to manage the schools and ensure educational quality (Reddy, 
et al., 2015). It is therefore necessary and useful to measure how the success of 
schools in one province or district compares to that of another. Furthermore, since 
education is impacted by one’s surroundings – home, school, and community – it is 
also crucial to understand how these contexts affect learning and learner performance 
so as to help identify what is required to further develop, amongst other subjects, 
Mathematical knowledge, and skills. Amongst other measures, the Annual National 
Assessments (ANAs) are used for this purpose in South Africa. This chapter discusses 
the ANAs by providing a brief history followed by the results to highlight the use and 
the performance of learners in the intermediate phase across South Africa. Following 
this is a discussion of TIMSS as another assessment measure and its results. TIMSS 
is an international assessment and thus highlights South Africa’s performance in 
relation to other countries. Lastly, the chapter discusses the UNESCO SACMEQ 
results, focusing on SACMEQ II, III and IV findings to explain South Africa’s 
performance in relation to other African countries which are, in some instances, poorer 
or less developed than South Africa.  
2.2. ANAs in South Africa 
The first ANAs were in 2011 and 2012. Anchor items (items that are standard in tests 
throughout the years) were used. There was no Rasch analysis nor item level data 
and, as a result, the level of difficulty could not be fairly determined or equated between 
the years 2011 and 2012 (Department of Basic Education, 2014a). Second, the level 
of difficulty across the grades did not appear to be the same across grades or years 
(Spaull, 2013). It was noted by Spaull (2013) that the changes between the grades 
were far too large and erratic to be sound (p. 15), and this raised the concern of 
whether the correct procedures were followed to ensure equal difficulty in each grade 
across the two years. A lack of procedure thus resulted in the outcomes of the 2011 
and 2012 ANAs being incomparable.  
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By the third ANA in 2014, a number of changes had been made. To address the 
reliability and validity of the data, the decision was made to have independent 
reviewers and international experts ensure the quality, standard and administration of 
the ANA tests (Department of Basic Education, 2014a). Previously, teachers had 
invigilated and marked the tests and this raised the concern that they were more 
inclined to guide their learners or mark leniently (Spaull, 2013).  
The 2014 ANA involved two streams. The first stream involved all the learners in 
Grades 1 to 6 and Grade 9 writing the tests under strict supervision of the schools 
(Department of Basic Education, 2014b). The second stream was the verification 
process. This process focused on the important years, namely Grade 3, 6 and 9. 
These grades wrote the test under supervision of an external/independent agent 
(Department of Basic Education, 2014b). The verification process also included the 
collection of the tests from the schools and independent marking (teachers within the 
schools were no longer allowed to mark their own papers), moderation, data caption, 
analysis and reporting (Department of Basic Education, 2014a, p. 7).  
According to the diagnostic report developed by the Department of Basic Education 
(2014b), the overall performance of Grade 4 - 6 learners was at the ‘Moderate’ 
achievement level which is an average of 43%. The report also analyses areas in 
which the learners struggle (see Figure 2.1). When compared to the 2013 ANA results, 
there was a slight improvement, however, certain areas did not show an improvement 
at all. These areas are understanding time zones, knowledge of properties of 3D 
objects, ability to respond to non-routine questions, division of numbers, multiples of 
numbers, the ability to write number sentences, and the ability to identify and write 
number patterns (Department of Basic Education, 2014b). These sections require an 
application of knowledge considered as higher-order thinking. The report also 
indicated that from Grade 4 to Grade 6, the distribution of the learner scores shifted 
towards the lower end of the scale (Department of Basic Education, 2014b). Overall, 
the learner’s performance decreased over this time period.  
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With regards to the average percentage marks for Mathematics, there was a decrease 
of eight points between 2012 and 2013 and then an increase of eight points from 2013 
to 2014; showing no real improvement in the average marks for Mathematics (Figure 
2.2).  
 
It is important to note that the percentage of learners achieving acceptable performance in 
Mathematics increased in Grade 3 and 6 (Department of Basic Education, 2014a).  
Figure 2.1: Grade 6 average mark in ANA per content area (Adapted from Department of Basic 
Education, 2014b, p. 39). 
Figure 2.2: Average percentage marks for Mathematics (Adapted from Department of Basic 
Education, 2014a, p.40). 
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2.3. Trends in Mathematics (TIMSS) 
TIMSS assessed learners’ Mathematics and Science knowledge around the world to 
help countries make decisions about how to improve teaching and learning. Trends 
were identified and the degree to which students have learnt the necessary concepts 
and skills taught in schools are indicated. TIMSS also analysed the background 
information of all learners (for example, their location and socio-economic status) in 
making sense of students’ learning. 
TIMSS was first administered in South Africa in 1995 and takes place every four years; 
the country participated in 1995, 1999, 2003, 2011 and 2015 (Reddy, et al., 2015). 
The key finding of TIMSS is that South African Mathematics has improved, however it 
remains at a ‘low’ rating and the country is still one of the lowest performing in the 
world (Reddy, et al., 2015).  
According to Spaull (2013), there was no noticeable improvement in the performance 
of Mathematics between the years 1995, 1999 and 2003. It is important to note that 
CAPS was not in use during these years. However, between 2003 and 2011, the 
average performance of learners increased by 67 points. This is the equivalent of one 
and a half grade levels. While this is a good improvement, it must be noted that even 
with this, South Africa’s overall performance is still amongst the worst of other middle-
income countries (Spaull, 2013) This is also noted in Reddy, et al. (2015). According 
to Reddy, et al. (2015), between 2011 and 2015 there was an improvement of 26 
points in Mathematics. During this time (2012) the CAPS curriculum was implemented. 
Whether the improvement is a direct reflection of CAPS is unclear; however, the CAPS 
document set out to address the inequalities of the past and focuses on integrating 
values in teaching in a way that is meaningful and relevant to learners (Department of 
Basic Education, 2011a).  
TIMSS further indicated the difference in performance between province and school 
type. Achievement within South Africa is unequal; 7% of the system is made up of 
independent schools and the remaining 93% of public schools (Reddy, et al., 2015). 
As noted earlier, South Africa is a highly unequal society and therefore conditions 
between public and private, as well as location, have massive influences on the 
performances of learners. In the TIMSS 2015, 65% of learners who participated at a 
Grade 5 level were from public schools where no fees are paid, 31% from public 
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schools where fees are paid and 4% were from independent schools (Reddy, et al., 
2015). Of these three sectors, the independent schools recorded the highest 
performance whereas the public, non-fee schools recorded the lowest performance in 
TIMSS (Reddy, et al., 2015). This is further exposed when scores are broken down by 
school type: 84% of Grade 5 learners attending independent schools, 67% of learners 
attending public fee-paying schools and only 25% of learners attending public non-
fee-paying schools are achieving at the minimum level of competency (Reddy, et al., 
2015). 
 
Figure 2.3: Summary of results by school type (Reddy, et al., 2015, p. 101) 
 
According to Reddy, et al (2015), in TIMSS 2015, 61% of Grade 5 learners did not 
exhibit the minimum competencies. Lastly, the achievement scores and climate for 
learning have been improving but the rate of change is slow. According to Reddy, et 
al (2015), in 2011 to 2015 there was a 20-point improvement. This improvement is 
admirable; however, the rate of change is inadequate when trying to meet educational 
expectations and needs of the country (Reddy, et al., 2015).  
To summarise, it is clear from the TIMSS and ANA reports that while South Africa is 
making improvements in some Mathematical areas, these improvements are minimal, 
and at a pace that is too slow to sustain educational change, growth and to fulfil the 
needs of the country. There are still areas in Mathematics where there is no 
improvement or a decline in the results. These areas appear to be those requiring high 
order thinking and application, the very abilities that CAPS has highlighted as 
important for personal growth and country development (Department of Basic 
Education, 2011b).  
2.4. Results of the UNESCO SACMEQ II, III and IV 
The Southern and East African Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality 
(SACMEQ) is a cross-national testing system (SACMEQ, 2017). The consortium 
consists of 14 African countries and tests the numeracy and literacy skills of Grade 6 
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pupils in each country (SACMEQ, 2017). In SACMEQ II South Africa achieved a score 
of 486 points, SACMEQ III 495 points and in SACMEQ IV, 552 points (Spaull, 2013, 
p. 27). Overall, there has been a decrease in the number of learners who are achieving 
at the lower levels of the SACMEQ hierarchies and an increase in the learners 
achieving at the higher levels (Spaull, 2013) (Chetty & Moloi, 2011). According to, 
SACMEQ (2017) the percentage of learners achieving at the lower levels was 40.2% 
in SACMEQ III and 14.9% in SACMEQ IV. 
SACMEQ uses the Rasch model to organise and report on learner achievement in a 
hierarchical way, starting from the simplest to the more complex. In Mathematics, there 
are eight levels of competency in the SACMEQ analysis (SACMEQ, 2017): 
• Level one: pre-numeracy – includes single step operations, simple shapes, 
counting and matching numbers to pictures.  
• Level two: emergent numeracy – learners complete two step operations, check 
sums, estimations of lengths on objects they know and recognise two-
dimensional shapes.  
• Level three: basic numeracy – involves translating information in a sentence or 
graph using one operation and several steps. It also includes translating 
graphical information into fractions and interpreting place value and units of 
measurement.  
• Level four: beginning numeracy – involves translating verbal and graphical 
information into arithmetic problems, using the different operations and in the 
correct order for whole numbers, fractions and decimals. 
• Level five: competent numeracy – focuses on the ability to solve a number of 
different problems, operations, and measurements. It also focuses on 
conversions of different measurement units.  
• Level six: mathematically skilled – learners are able to solve multiple operations 
including fractions, decimals, and ratios, as well as being able to translate 
information into symbolic, algebraic and equation form.  
• Level seven: concrete problem-solving – learners are able to extract and 
convert information from tables, charts, visual and graphical presentations in 
order to identify and solve multi-step problems.  
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• Level eight: abstract problem-solving – At this level learners should be able to 
identify the nature of an unstated mathematical problem which is placed within 
verbal or graphical information. The learner must then be able to take this 
information and translate it into symbolic, algebraic, or equation form in order 
to solve it.  
South Africa participated in the SACMEQ II in 2000, SACMEQ III in 2007 and 
SACMEQ IV in 2013. Between SACMEQ II and SACMEQ III there was no statistically 
significant improvement in Mathematics at the Grade 6 level (SACMEQ, 2017). The 
learners who participated in the SACMEQ were assessed in order to determine 
whether they displayed the necessary competencies for their grade level. Overall, the 
outcome was that 80% of learners did not have the required competencies for a Grade 
6 level (Moloi, 2010). In this same time frame, other African countries made significant 
improvement. These countries include Tanzania and Namibia, who achieved well over 
the mean score of 500 (Spaull, 2013). 
According to Spaull (2013), out of the 14 countries that participate, South Africa came 
ninth for Mathematics. Whilst this is not the worst, the country performed poorer than 
countries that have a lower income such as Swaziland and Kenya (Spaull, 2013). The 
most significant outcome of SACMEQ II and III was ‘emergent numeracy.’ This is level 
two of the SACMEQ and its expectations are regarded as equivalent to Grade 3 
outcomes (Department of Basic Education, 2017). Twenty-four percent of South 
African learners achieved at the ‘basic numeracy’ level, level three, which would be 
the equivalent of Grade 4 (Moloi, 2010). Only 9% of learners achieved the ‘beginning 
numeracy’ level, Grade 5, and only 6% performed at the ‘competent numeracy’ level, 
which is Grade 6 (Moloi, 2010). It is interesting to note that only 1% of learners 
achieved at the ‘independent numeracy’ level, which is considered Grade 7 (Moloi, 
2010). These learners are thought to spend more time revising, have more resources 
and access to challenges.  
The blame for the poor performance of learners in South Africa has been put on, 
according to Spaull (2013), a lack of teacher content knowledge and teacher training. 
Spaull (2013) emphasises that one cannot teach what they do not know.  
In the SACMEQ III, South Africa came in eighth. There was improvement but the 
scores were still much lower than those of countries with lower incomes (Spaull, 2013). 
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For the first time in 2013, South Africa achieved above the mean scores for SACMEQ. 
Teacher content knowledge and teacher training were once again of concern 
(Department of Basic Education, 2017). It was also noted that resources and 
relevance/relatedness were contributing factors to learner performance (Spaull, 2013). 
The SACMEQ IV results also indicate improvement, but South African learners are 
still underperforming in Mathematics (Chetty & Moloi, 2011). In the SACMEQ IV the 
model of learner’s performance was on levels three and four (Spaull, 2013).  
In all three SACMEQ assessments there was a clear discrepancy between learner 
achievement in urban areas and rural areas, or public and independent schools. The 
mean score of Grade 6 learners was 605.6 in urban areas and 423.2 in rural areas in 
SACMEQ III (Spaull, 2013). In SACMEQ IV, the mean score for urban areas was 569.3 
and 511.7 in rural areas. Whilst the gap has narrowed comparatively, it is still worrying 
that such a difference exists (Moloi, 2010). Therefore, it is important to understand 
what is contributing to the overall poor performance in Mathematics and the 
exceptionally slow rate of growth and progress in South Africa. To address, for 
example, the gap between rural and urban schools and identify suitable interventions 
in order for South Africa to satisfy global and local capacity demands, it is crucial to 
take a closer look at the teachers’ professional knowledge and skills. As educators, 
they are indispensable to the education system since they are needed to expose 
learners to knowledge.  
First, according to Spaull (2013), the quality of teachers is directly related to the quality 
of its education system and a vital variable that influences learner achievement. Such 
quality is dependent on the ability to teach and content knowledge. In Singapore, for 
example, the Ministry of Education selects the prospective teachers from the top one 
third of secondary school learners who have strong academics (Stewart, 2019). In 
Finland, only 7% of applicants wanting to study teaching are accepted into the course. 
This means that one has to have exceptional marks and qualities in order to be 
accepted into the programme (Crouch, 2016). Furthermore, teachers are required to 
have a master’s degree, which implies five years of studying, before they are 
considered for teaching posts (Sahlberg, 2010). Secondly, teacher training is 
considered vital in learner performance (Boudersa, 2016). In both Singapore and 
Finland, training is an ongoing process and does not merely end once a student has 
graduated. Teachers are required to grow professionally throughout their teaching 
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careers (Sahlberg, 2010). Thirdly, with regards to resources, schools have to be 
involved in research in order to make teaching and learning effective (Bušljeta, 2013). 
In South Africa, universities also have minimum requirements for admission into a 
teaching programme (Robinson, 2019). However, prospective students only need to 
have completed a Bachelor’s Degree in Education (four years) to be considered 
qualified as teachers for primary school. It is unclear what further teacher education 
or in-service professional development opportunities are available to educators across 
the country. In addition, South Africa has different school types – public-fee paying, 
public non-fee-paying and independent schools – and this makes the equality of 
resources within schools a major concern. Lastly, considering that the country is 
diverse in cultures and traditions, it is important for learning to be effective despite the 
differences amongst learners and school contexts. If learners cannot relate to content 
that is taught, they are likely to struggle to understand it, apply and succeed (Pearce, 
2016). Therefore, teachers should be teaching in a way that makes learning relevant 
to all learners in the classroom.  
2.5. Conclusion 
This chapter discussed the ANAs, TIMSS and SACMEQ assessments and their 
results. The results in each assessment show a lower performance of South African 
learners in Mathematics compared to other learners worldwide – some countries 
considered less developed than South Africa. The next chapter looks at research on 
the implementation of the Mathematics CAPS in general and, in particular, studies 
conducted on Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics. The argument is that without clearly defined 
teacher competencies, the teaching of Mathematics will continue to be a challenge in 
South African primary schools. Teachers’ understanding of the content they have to 
teach and standards that have to be met by those taught is important and determines 
a learner’s success in the subject.  
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CHAPTER 3 – Teaching Mathematics: Theory, Pedagogy and 
Understanding CAPS as Curriculum Policy  
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses theories that are likely to help clarify what to pay attention to 
when analysing the CAPS for Mathematics and establishing whether it enhances 
teachers’ understanding of: (i) what is required to achieve what is essential to the 
prescribed subject content’s conduct, character and working within it as part of a 
knowledge area or field; (ii) how to use different methods and other resources that 
make these aspects accessible; (iii) how to make the content relevant to the learners 
without distorting its epistemic and legitimate codes; and lastly (iv) how to create 
opportunities to enable those taught to display a desire to continue building capacity. 
The principles highlighted in these theories are closely related to the nature of 
knowledge or subject content and how to communicate or teach it.  
3.2. Theory - Relations between Intellectual Fields of Production and 
Educational Fields of Reproduction  
Bernstein (1981) views the quality of teachers as crucial to improving learner 
outcomes. In his view, teachers are responsible for taking specific knowledge within 
an intellectual field and placing it into a social order. They control the intellectual fields 
of production, that is, relations within knowledge (disciplinary relations). The 
interaction between a teacher and learners, boundaries, timing and pacing, selection, 
and organisation of the curriculum thus impacts the learner and the school 
environment (Goldsmith, 2009). The recontextualisation of knowledge by the teacher 
instils appropriate conduct, character and manner required to work with a knowledge 
area or field effectively (Singh, 2002). For this reason, relations between knowledge 
structures and educational knowledge codes (discursive practices of intellectual 
fields), that is, between the intellectual fields of production and educational fields of 
reproduction, can be drawn on to clarify how knowledge specialises consciousness 
and thus identity. 
Maton (2007) argues that Bernstein employs the concepts of educational knowledge 
codes and the pedagogic device to explain how the structuring of intellectual and 
educational knowledge specialises actors and discourses in ways that shape social 
relations, institutional organisation, disciplinary and curricular change, identity, 
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consciousness, and habitus. The argument is that there is a relationship between 
these knowledge related aspects, individual specialist identities and intellectual fields. 
These relations can either exhibit vertical or horizontal associations depending on 
whether knowledge has stronger or weaker classification and framing. It is in this way 
that the relations play a role in defining intellectual fields. Fields that show a strong 
classification towards epistemic relations are generally associated with knowledge 
structures within the scientific field. While the humanist field reflects social relations to 
the knower structure (Maton, 2007). The epistemic device therefore, forms the basis 
for the production, recontextualisation and reproduction of knowledge because it 
controls the intellectual field and lays out the guidelines for the field. It provides the 
means (structuring principles) through which legitimation codes (forms taken by 
intellectual fields) are “created, maintained, reproduced, transformed and changed” 
(Maton, 2007, p. 88). In doing so, the epistemic device complements the pedagogic 
device so that both devices form the basis for the production, recontextualisation and 
reproduction of knowledge. It is therefore responsible for the forms taken by 
intellectual fields.  
Legitimation codes provide the means of conceptualising “the structuring principles 
underlying intellectual fields” (Maton, 2007, p. 2). The codes are important in 
conceptualising knowledge structures since each intellectual/academic field or area of 
specialisation has rules and regulations. Respectively “the generative principles 
underlying intellectual fields of knowledge production” and the “relations between the 
concepts of knowledge structures and the educational knowledge codes” (p.10) need 
to be followed by anyone who wants to join an intellectual field.  
The legitimation codes represent the different situations of the epistemic device and 
therefore, the way intellectual fields are maintained, transformed, and reproduced. 
These codes - their identity, relations, and consciousness - are shaped by two 
structures, namely, knowledge and knower structures, in that they (codes) are 
considered as settings of the epistemic device. By changing a setting, one alters the 
intellectual field. In other words, if one changes the settings one is either emphasising 
an epistemic relation to knowledge or a social relation to knowledge. This in turn will 
impact what knowledge one shares and the way one transmits it.  
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The knowledge and knower structures, that are epistemic on the one hand (in terms 
of the knowledge structure), and social on the other hand (with regards to the knower 
structure) position actors in a knowledge structure (Maton, 2007). As mentioned 
previously in Chapter 1, every knowledge structure has a knower structure and 
whoever controls the knowledge structure also possesses the means to shape the 
intellectual field. However, s/he does not only have the power to define the basis of 
status and achievement within the field but also the authority to shape it in his/her 
favour. Thereby making the characteristics of their practice the basis of achievement 
and status (Maton, 2007). There is, therefore, a need to identify the type of structural 
principles that underpin a knowledge structure in determining a pedagogic device.  
As discussed in Chapter 1, Maton (2007) distinguishes four types of legitimation codes 
which are: the knowledge code (possession of knowledge, i.e. procedures, skills, 
techniques); knower code (disposition or ‘observation’, i.e. natural or innate 
capabilities, inculcated skills and knower’s social position); relativist code (identity by 
neither knowledge nor disposition); and élite code (possession of special knowledge 
and right knower). To become part of a discipline and acquire status within it, these 
codes are important. Through these four principal legitimation codes, an actor may 
choose to emphasise the knowledge structure, knower structure, neither structure or 
both structures, based on the subjects’ authority, status and distinctiveness (Maton, 
2007, p. 10). In short, the conceptualisation of the generative principles underlying 
fields of production, intellectual fields of production and educational fields of 
reproduction depend on the relationship between knowledge and knower structures. 
According to Bernstein (1981), science has a strong language/grammar with an 
explicit conceptual syntax in a vertical knowledge structure. Alternatively, the 
humanities have a horizontal knowledge structure with weak boundaries (Maton, 
2014). Science is structured hierarchically with a strong grammar and boundaries. Its 
knowledge is also independent of the personal merits of its possessor and thus 
discursively distinct. Specialisation in science “gives a special significance to those 
who possess it” (Maton, 2014, p.11). Since it prioritises subject content knowledge as 
academic knowledge and has strong boundaries, its collection code disposition plays 
a less important role between the vertical specialised subject knowledge and 
horizontal everyday knowledge. The sciences have a horizontal knower structure 
depending on the expertise of the knower. It is important to note that knowledge and 
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knower fields have a different structure for those in the elite group. The horizontal 
discourse of the sciences is such that the knowers are strongly bounded and have 
their own dispositions that are based on differing backgrounds and experiences 
(Moore, et al., 2006). In this way, the sciences are made up of a number of different 
knowers each within their own segments but each following the principles of the 
scientific field.  
If scientists control the epistemic device, then the field is based on knowledge codes 
as opposed to knower codes; that is, the knowledge code whereby the possession of 
knowledge is emphasised and the knower code whereby the dispositions of knowers 
are emphasised. Therefore, the remaining two codes – the relativist code whereby 
legitimate identity is neither determined by knowledge nor disposition, and the elite 
code where legitimacy is determined by both knowledge and disposition – are crucial, 
in that one has to follow scientific procedures but one also requires a good disposition 
to reflect an elitist code. This is important to the study as it highlights the significance 
of the organisation of the intellectual fields. It also highlights what needs to be 
considered for an analysis of whether the requirements for the field are being met and 
maintained.  
Snow (as cited in Moore, et al., 2006) argues that anyone can do science so long as 
they use the correct procedures. The knowledge structure in the scientific field is 
explicit, coherent, and systematic in that it is based on a principled and hierarchical 
organisation of knowledge (Moore, et al., 2006). This knowledge is developed from 
lower levels and expanded upon as the individual progresses. This is evident in the 
relationship between the knowledge formations, discourse, and the horizontal knower 
structure relations amongst its actors. Furthermore, Snow (as cited in Moore, et al., 
2006) argues that science is a basis of a true common culture because scientists have 
a sense of loyalty to knowledge, truth, and discipline. The epistemic relation of science 
to its knowledge structure is central to the field itself. In other words, the structure of 
science strongly classifies and frames actors and discourses (Maton, 2007). Although 
there are a number of different specialisations developing within the science field, the 
essential principles of this field have remained the same and therefore, as a field, the 
sciences are able to generate new knowledge without splitting into different factions 
(Moore, et al., 2006). 
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Unlike, for example, the humanities, which are viewed as plural because of their many 
different fields, the sciences are referred to in the singular as they are seen as an 
integrated unit or whole. Their cultures are considered to be organic in that they share 
common attitudes, standards and patterns of behaviour and approaches (Moore, et 
al., 2006). In contrast, the non-scientific fields have no hierarchical structure (Moore, 
et al., 2006). Those who partake in the humanities did/do so for the pure enjoyment of 
a subject and the subjects themselves were/are focused on the personal attributes of 
character.  
Humanities have a weaker grammar and horizontal knowledge structure that 
prioritises dispositional distinction rather than specialised knowledge and skills and, 
therefore, the knower and everyday knowledge. The field is non-hierarchical in that 
knowledge itself is less important, as is the procedure or skill. Rather, a level of status 
is associated with having a certain educational background and qualities of a 
‘gentleman’ (Moore, et al., 2006). Epistemic relations are weakly classified and 
framed. Possessing the right dispositions or character is more significant (Maton, 
2014). Therefore, comparing the two cultures – scientific and non-scientific – shows 
that what is scientific is strongly classified and so frames actors and discourses in an 
intellectual field (Maton, 2007).  
The non-scientific cultures are divided into a series of subcultures each competing for 
dominance and these cultures reflect horizontal knowledge structures that have a 
number of segments - each with their own language, specialised modes of 
interrogation and criteria and with non-comparable principles (Moore, et al., 2006).  
An intellectual field can have a knowledge structure that is vertical but a knower 
structure that is horizontal. Unlike the humanities, they (the sciences) are deemed 
independent of the possessor and had nothing to do with social snobbery, race, or 
colour (Moore, Arnot, Beck, & Daniels, 2006). They cut across all social aspects of 
religion, politics, or class. Maton (2014) has argued that knowledge has to be viewed 
from this social realist perspective because the perspective identifies it (knowledge) 
as real and possessing properties, powers and predispositions that have effects on 
social inclusion, student achievement and knowledge building (Maton, 2014). This 
inclusion, achievement and knowledge construction depends, as illustrated above, on 
the type of knowledge and how it is selected and transmitted (Campbell, 2009). It 
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depends on what Bernstein (1981) refers to as a pedagogic discourse (Singh, 2002). 
Through this discourse, teachers, according to Bernstein (1981), distribute trained 
capacities and lifestyles (societal norms) to the learners within a school environment 
(Singh, 2002).  
For Maton and Bernstein, Mathematics belongs to the scientific field and would 
therefore, be considered as having a vertical knowledge structure requiring explicit 
rules and guidelines. It (Mathematics) requires an elite code with its own distinctive 
rules and methods of doing things, resources, and status. The structuring of the 
pedagogic and intellectual knowledge affects social relations, organisation, curricular 
change and identities of those within the learning environment (Moore, et al., 2006). 
This happens through the unique requirements of the field.  
Mathematical knowledge in the intellectual and educational fields must result in 
specialised discourses and actors. For example, if the elite code of Mathematics is not 
distributed socially to facilitate access to the legitimation codes, then these codes will 
remain restricted to a select few (Maton, 2007). The subject content requires careful 
consideration by those teaching it. It requires specialist knowledge as well as the right 
disposition. Those who teach it have to be mindful of this and transmit it in a way that 
takes into account the knowledge structure demands so that the knower, as a member 
of an intellectual field, can acquire and apply the requisite knowledge and skills learnt 
appropriately in order to successfully make progress in the subject as an intellectual 
field.  
3.3. Mathematics as a Knowledge Structure and Implications for Teaching 
The epistemic and legitimate codes of Mathematics are significant to a teacher’s 
professional capacity. The teacher holds the knowledge and knower codes as well as 
the elite code when teaching knowledge to the learners. To do so competently, s/he 
(a teacher) needs to have achieved both the knowledge and knower codes within the 
field and the pedagogic device to teach the required knowledge correctly so that 
learners, as members, can meet the requirements of the necessary standards within 
the field. In short, the discourse used in the curriculum policy should clarify the 
classification and framing that must be considered when translating policy into 
teaching. It should clarify what is crucial to the epistemic and legitimation codes as 
underlying principles so as not to be distorted when devising teaching strategies 
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(Hoadley, 2003). This is evident in CAPS where it clearly states expected outcomes 
and what teachers are required to teach each term. For example, the outcomes for 
fractions in Grade 5 are that learners should, by the end of the unit, be able to describe 
and order fractions, count forwards and backwards in fractions, compare and order 
fractions (Department of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 160). Learners should also be 
able to do calculations with fractions such as addition, subtraction, equivalence, and 
division (Department of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 160). Lastly, learners should be 
able to solve problems using common fractions as well as recognise equivalent forms 
of common fractions with denominators that are multiples of each other (Department 
of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 160). The CAPS further provides a time allocoation per 
term for each grade and guides teachers on what to teach for that term (an example 
is provided in Appendix F). It is stated in the CAPS that teachers may sequence 
content differently so long as time allocations and weighting is met (Department of 
Basic Education, 2011a, p. 32). 
Drawing on the discussion, we can thus conclude that the CAPS curriculum in South 
Africa can be understood by drawing on Bernstein’s and Maton’s theories to establish 
whether it emphasises skills, procedures, techniques, and knowledge or focuses on 
dispositions, aptitudes, attitudes, and personal expression. In a subject, such as 
Mathematics, learners are required to demonstrate ability in knowledge and skills, 
think critically and be able to make connections to different areas of the subject. The 
outcomes require a performance model for pedagogy. Yet, learners are expected to 
be involved in the learning process and draw on personal and everyday life to make 
sense of what they are taught and, supposedly, gain independence from the teacher 
(Moloi, 2013) in the CAPS. This is likely to be the source of confusion for the teachers 
when they have to develop the curriculum and select teaching resources to support 
their lessons. 
3.4. Resources for Teaching Mathematics in South Africa 
Teaching resources within a classroom and their use are thus crucial to teaching and 
learning (Bušljeta, 2013; Fuller & Clarke, 1994, as cited in Tety, 2016). Their 
effectiveness depends entirely on their role, purpose, and task. As instruments of 
presenting educational material, they are an extra teaching aid often employed to 
solidify new knowledge. When using resources for teaching it is important to ensure 
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that a resource is stimulating and provides adequate and authentic knowledge 
(Bušljeta, 2013). A resource cannot be used if the information in it is inaccurate or 
different to what is taught in the class. Furthermore, when providing learners with an 
extra resource it is crucial that it is clear and easily accessible (Bušljeta, 2013). In other 
words, a resource should not only solidify new knowledge, but it should also aid 
learners in gaining clarity and understanding of what was just taught to them. It should 
be the correct resource and used correctly. If not, it will be counterproductive and 
detrimental to learning, as learners will fail to understand the meaning in the 
information provided to them (Bušljeta, 2013). In essence, a resource should aid the 
process of achieving goals and outcomes.  
There are five common reasons why resources are crucial to teaching and learning: 
they motivate students; develop creativity; trigger prior knowledge; encourage 
understanding, logical thinking and reasoning, communication and interaction; and 
finally, their use contributes to the development of a variety of skills (Bušljeta, 2013). 
Figure 3.1 indicates types of resources, their roles, purpose, and tasks associated with 
them.  
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Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the importance of resources (Bušljeta, 2013, p. 57). 
In South Africa, resources are, in general, scarce within the schooling system. There 
is a severe lack of resources and the majority of schools cannot afford, for example, 
worksheets, projectors, manipulatives, posters and many more vital resources (Van 
de Berg, 2002). Although the government has increased expenditure in education, 
there are still many schools, mainly the previously disadvantaged, that face a serious 
shortage of learning materials (Modisaotsile, 2012). The scarcity or lack of resources 
impacts educational outcomes. The more resources a school has, the better the 
educational outcomes (Visser & Juan, 2015). While the CAPS document cannot be 
held directly responsible for resources, it does suggest resources that could be used. 
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Ensuring that if these are used effectively, they would impact on whether or not the 
outcomes of CAPS are met.  
Amongst others, in a study conducted by Visser and Juan (2015), the effect of home 
and school resources as predictors of Mathematics performance was analysed. The 
findings were that if a learner had little or no resources at home (resources referring 
to books), they would achieve results that were up to 30% lower than learners who 
had multiple resources. When isolating the home environment, learners from higher 
socio-economic backgrounds, who spoke the language of the test, and had a parent 
who had passed Grade 12 performed significantly better than learners who did not 
come from similar backgrounds (Visser & Juan, 2015). In addition, schools that were 
well-resourced performed up to 21% better than the less-resourced schools. With 
regards to the classroom, under-resourced schools had the strongest negative impact 
on learning. The conclusion was that it is crucial that teachers are aware of their 
learners’ backgrounds and consider interventions that supplement resources for the 
home environment and for the school (Visser & Juan, 2015).  
With regards, specifically, to Mathematics as a knowledge structure, it requires good 
prior knowledge of the learners to build and develop their knowledge and skills in the 
subject. It is important that the teacher understands a learners’ prior knowledge in 
order to build on it (Krauss, 2008). In Arends, Winnaar, and Mosimege’s (2017) view, 
the more teachers are able to support or guide their students and answer their 
questions, the more successful learners will be.  
A teacher’s understanding of subject matter will influence a learner’s ability to 
understand and learn (Puteh & Palanisamy, 2014). According to Shulman (1986) a 
skilful and knowledgeable teacher has the ability to make Mathematics more 
meaningful to learners by placing it within a context that the learner can understand 
and relate to. Pedagogical content knowledge facilitates the development of 
conceptual and procedural knowledge for learners as they move from little knowledge 
to mastering their subject (Puteh & Palanisamy, 2014).  
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3.5. Examples of Countries Having Teachers with Expertise in Mathematics: 
Implications for Teacher Education 
Pedagogical content knowledge affects how a teacher thinks about their subject and 
their knowledge, as well their understanding of the subject. According to Shulman 
(1986), there are several key elements of pedagogic content knowledge. The first 
element is knowledge of representation, which refers to content knowledge. The 
second is understanding learner impressions of the subject and implications for the 
subject. The third is general pedagogic knowledge, that is, different teaching 
methodologies and strategies. The fourth is curriculum knowledge. The fifth key 
element is knowledge of educational contexts and the last element is knowledge of 
the purposes of education (Solis, 2009). 
Subject-expert teachers are crucial in this regard. For them to perform these acts 
effectively and subsequently, teach knowledge sufficiently and excellently to their 
learners (as is the case in countries that seem to have succeeded in doing so), subject 
knowledge expertise is important. The expertise of the teachers in these countries is 
discussed below to highlight aspects that are crucial to their professional education. 
In Finland, teachers’ professional development (as it is referred to in Finland) and in-
service programmes vary. Teacher education programmes focus and prioritise subject 
content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge 
(Mogari, 2014, p. 16). Teachers are also well educated and continue to be developed 
professionally well after their studies are complete. All teachers in Finland hold at least 
a Master’s degree as there is no option of being a teacher without it (Sahlberg, 2010). 
During a student’s studies, emphasis is placed on pedagogical thinking skills to enable 
the teachers to manage the teaching process and balance theory and practice 
effectively (Sahlberg, 2014).  
Specifically, for Mathematics, during the teacher preparation, the teachers develop a 
balance between personal and professional competency and are taught not only the 
discipline of Mathematics but the Mathematics didactics. Both emphasise pedagogical 
content knowledge (Mogari, 2014). In other words, teachers in Finland are taught the 
language of Mathematics, how to do Mathematics and why mathematical concepts 
are the way they are. In addition, each school and municipality have the responsibility 
to train and take care of new teachers. In this way municipalities are responsible for 
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teacher education and are required to provide it as per individual needs (Sahlberg, 
2010). Teachers spend up to seven days per year in teacher training courses.  
Municipalities also provide a budget for schools - the use of which is solely for 
resources such as textbooks, worksheets, abacus’ and counting blocks, to name just 
a few (Finnish National Board of Education, 2014). The result is that teachers are able 
to choose their resources and usually decide on these collectively, especially as 
subject teachers (Finnish National Board of Education, 2014). Teachers in Finland are, 
therefore, more autonomous and are able to supply learners with a vast number of 
different resources to aid them in understanding Mathematics.  
In Singapore too, teachers are required to be highly trained and cannot teach a subject 
that they last interacted with in high school. Prospective teachers wishing to teach a 
certain subject must have done that subject at university as well (Tinlam, 2017). In 
every pre- and post-training session, teachers are exposed to better ways of 
instruction, content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge (Dindyal, 2006). With 
regards to Mathematics, student teachers are required to have at least one module in 
calculus and algebra in their undergraduate studies before they can be considered for 
a Mathematics teaching post (Tinlam, 2017). This ensures that the teachers are 
confident in their understanding of the Mathematics content. It also enhances their 
pedagogical knowledge. Singaporean teachers of Mathematics, Science and Literacy 
specifically, are also required to complete at least one-hundred hours of training per 
annum in order to improve their knowledge and skills consistently (Dindyal, 2006).  
In the past, teachers were allowed to only use textbooks developed by the Ministry of 
Education. However, in 2001 this changed (Fong, 2004). Schools are now allowed to 
purchase textbooks from different publishers, but the Ministry screens them to ensure 
authenticity (Fong, 2004). Permitting this choice of textbooks promotes more diversity 
and ensures that schools have enough textbooks for all learners and multiple 
resources (Fong, 2004). 
Australia focuses more on what teachers should be able to do before they can 
graduate. The competencies are broken up into standards, expanded and further 
developed as they progress through their careers. It is only when each standard is met 
that students graduate and are considered competent in their subject. There are seven 
requirements of graduate teachers: know the students and how they learn; know the 
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content and how to teach it; plan and implement effective teaching and learning; create 
and maintain safe learning environments; assess, provide feedback and report on 
learning; engage in professional learning; and engage professionally with colleagues, 
parents and community (Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership, 
2011). Through the use of these standards, teachers become more aware of their 
specialisation subjects’ requirements and how to teach them effectively. 
Further professional development occurs through either half day or full day workshops 
which teachers are required to attend for a certain number of hours per year - roughly 
nine days of training (Ling & Mackenzie, 2015). In Australia the circumstances are, at 
times, the same to those of South Africa, with disadvantaged schools having a greater 
need for resources (Thomson, 2017), therefore, the majority of the teachers who 
attend further professional development sessions are Mathematics, Literacy and 
special needs teachers (Ling & Mackenzie, 2015). 
In South Africa, the new teacher education policy (Department of Basic Education, 
2011b) was formulated to bring about change in the classroom practices of teachers, 
as well as in their attitudes and beliefs (Mokhele & Jita, 2010). However, to become 
qualified, students only need to have completed a Bachelor’s Degree in Education 
(four years). This is interesting as, out of the three countries discussed above, South 
Africa seems to require the least professional education for future teachers. It is thus 
not surprising that teachers, specifically in public schools, are deemed to lack basic 
teaching skills and are unable to complete some of the mathematical content that they 
are expected to teach (Spaull, 2013). In order to teach effectively, they need to 
understand their intellectual field and the codes that function within it. Teachers have 
to understand these codes and their significance to the pedagogic device they have 
to use in order to communicate and develop the acquisition of knowledge when 
teaching.  
3.6. Implications for South Africa 
Lack of professional expertise or knowledge by teachers often results in learners being 
at a disadvantage when trying to succeed academically. If teachers struggle in 
acquiring the competencies required in an intellectual field, they are unable to 
effectively help learners obtain these achievements and thus become successful in 
Mathematics; in other words, perform well. It is therefore crucial to know whether 
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teachers can identify what is essential in the CAPS document for Mathematics. In 
order to guide learners in ways that facilitate knowledge acquisition and the 
development of the skills and dispositions that are appropriate for an elite code, it is 
important for them to be able to analyse the CAPS and identify what it proposes as 
important to consider in effectively teaching Mathematics.  
According to McIntyre (1996, as cited in Grudnoff & Tuck, 2003), students are 
socialised into intellectual fields by practitioners. Practitioners focus on guiding 
learners and encouraging them to think critically, question and reflect on practice 
(Grudnoff & Tuck, 2003). McIntyre (1996) further highlights that a teacher’s practice is 
essential to the learning process and that it (practice) should be informed by an 
understanding of curricula processes (Grudnoff & Tuck, 2003).  
Furthermore, for Lave and Wegner (1991, as cited in Bondy, et al., 2017), learning 
takes place within a community of practice and is influenced by one’s background and 
other members in this community. Social interactions and teacher preparedness to 
facilitate such interactions are vital to the process of meaning making and, in turn, 
learning. This makes learning a social activity (Bondy, Beck, Curcio, & Schroeder, 
2017). Prescribed curriculum policy documents are thus important in as far as they 
provide clear rules or guidelines for teaching content and what learners should be able 
to do and cannot be overlooked in any effort aimed at understanding the cause(s) of 
the under-performance of South African learners in Mathematics.  
3.7. Conclusion  
This chapter discussed the importance of teachers possessing the knowledge and 
knower codes in order to impart knowledge to learners effectively. This chapter further 
discussed resources and their effect on performance. It focused on the teacher’s ability 
to use resources effectively and how knowing how to use them is important to 
implementing CAPS. Lastly this chapter looked at countries that perform exceptionally 
well in Mathematics and what differed in their process compared to South Africa.  
The next chapter discusses the methodology that was used to explore these aspects 
in the CAPS for Mathematics. 
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CHAPTER 4 – Methodology 
4.1. Introduction  
This chapter focuses on the methodology used for this study. It addresses (i) the 
research design of this study, (ii) the research approach, (iii) sampling, (iv) the 
research tools and process, (v) data management and analysis of the study, and (vi) 
the ethical considerations of the study.  
4.2. Research Design 
A qualitative case study design was deemed appropriate for this study because it 
made it possible to explore the CAPS for Mathematics in its context using a number 
of different sources (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Yin (2015) identifies three ways in which 
case studies can be used: 
• As part of a larger study and where the case study is seen as complimentary 
and explanatory.  
• As the primary evaluation method, where what is evaluated becomes the main 
case.  
• As a dual-level evaluation, where the study consists of sub-evaluations and a 
case study plays various roles and informs the evaluation.  
 
The case is the Mathematics CAPS for Grade 4 - 6 (Department of Basic Education, 
2011b) and the design was an exploratory case study. The CAPS for Mathematics 
was studied at a sub-evaluation level in order to pay special attention to sub-categories 
such as teacher content knowledge, teacher resources and any other related tools to 
teach Mathematics. This was done using interviews and observations of classroom 
practices. This type of evaluation is suitable because it can be used to gain an 
understanding into the complexity and temporal changes within the context being 
studied. The study was also not intended to provide final and conclusive answers to 
the research questions but explore these aspects with varying levels of depth in an 
attempt to explain the effectiveness of the CAPS as a curriculum guidance document; 
specifically, how the document guides teachers to teach mathematical concepts whilst 
integrating the values proposed by the CAPS. This was a focus for which little or no 
previous research seems to have been done in South Africa (Brown, 2006, p.43) in 
relation to the curriculum policy.  
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Examining the guidance provided to the teachers was of particular interest and 
clarification of ‘what it is like’ (Shunk, 2012), with regards to expectations which they 
were expected to interpret, identify appropriate codes and translate them into activities 
or processes to teach. Specifically, the hope was that by paying attention to the cues 
the CAPS provides on how to integrate the proposed values, without distorting the 
crucial disciplinary and engagement relations when teaching, would make it possible 
to explain the learners’ reported underperformance. Rather than simply making sense 
of this underperformance on the basis of existing big studies (research) – for example 
Graven (2013), Moloi (2010), Trends in International Mathematics and Science and 
Science Study 2015, Annual National Assessment 2012 & 2014, Southern and East 
African Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality II 2000, III 2007, IV 2013 or 
what Cohen, et al. (2011) would call theories or principles – the CAPS was considered 
a text that presented the most important themes and patterns (Moloi, 2013). These 
had to be examined to understand why the underperformance of learners in 
Mathematics is continuing. The possible teachers’ interpretation of the CAPS, rather 
than simply examining their specified or planned effects, had to be probed to 
determine its distributive effects as a policy. Being aware of the effects aids in 
understanding the effectiveness and efficiency of education policies (Cheng & 
Cheung, 1995). Since the implementation of a curriculum policy results in its outcomes 
as well as educational outcomes, these outcomes can be considered the effects of the 
implementation (Cheng & Cheung, 1995). Therefore, in determining the distributive 
effects of a policy, there is a level of insight gained regarding how well a policy has 
been conceptualised, whether it is likely to produce the outcomes required and 
whether any changes to policy are needed (Hanson, 1999).  
4.3. Research Approach 
The research approach applied to this study was the interpretive phenomenological 
approach (IPA). An IPA study aims to explore how participants are making sense of 
their personal and social world, in this case the CAPS document. The approach is 
mainly concerned with an individual’s personal perception or account of an event 
(Thomas, 2006). IPA is thus a dynamic process and requires the researcher to 
become intimately involved in the participants’ world and interpret this world. In short, 
IPA is concerned with how meanings are constructed by individuals in a social world 
and draws links between talking, thinking and emotional states. As an inductive 
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approach that is concerned with understanding individuals’ personal experiential 
accounts (Eatough & Smith, 2008), employing it made it possible to focus on the core 
meanings conveyed by the Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics CAPS to the teachers.  
An inductive approach begins with a topic and a researcher making empirical 
generalisations and identifying preliminary relationships as the researcher moves 
through the research. Preliminary relationships are developed by observing the 
phenomenon, looking for any patterns that may emerge and then supporting these 
patterns with theory (Thomas, 2006). Therefore, in this study, expectations conveyed 
by the CAPS and how they were understood by Mathematics Grade 4 - 6 teachers 
had to be uncovered in order to establish whether they clarified and facilitated 
teachers’ understanding of what was necessary, so as to teach the learners effectively.  
4.4. Sampling 
The study was uncomplicated and inexpensive in setting up. Purposive and 
convenient sampling was used for research population. Purposive sampling involves 
a selection of participants based on qualities they have in common (Etikan, 2016) and 
with no set number of participants required. Sampling is commonly used to identify 
individuals who are proficient, well experienced and involved in the phenomenon being 
studied (Etikan, 2016). Therefore, since the study was not meant to generalise the 
findings beyond the research question, it was adequate to demonstrate the 
competence of the sample in interpreting the CAPS; namely, Mathematics teachers 
for Grades 6 in school X, District X in Gauteng. The school was also selected because 
of its easy access to the researcher. A weakness of convenience sampling is that it is 
not representative of an entire population and results may be skewed. As a teacher in 
the school, the researcher had easy access to the sample, was familiar with the 
teachers and therefore assumed they would be willing to participate in the research.  
In identifying the teachers, convenience sampling (Creswell, 2007) was used because 
they were easily accessible. The school is also not very large and the classes for each 
grade vary between four and five. The Mathematics topic was not identified before the 
fieldwork commenced. The researcher had to work with what the teachers were 
dealing with at the time their classes were visited. Policies within schools ensure that 
the same topics are taught in all classes at the same time.  
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Three teachers (n=3) were selected based on the grade they taught in order to 
establish how they understood the guidelines provided by the CAPS. The first teacher 
who goes by the pseudonym of Paige, teaches Grade 4; the second, Rose, teaches 
Grade 5; and the third teacher, Bella, teaches Grade 6. The idea of participating in the 
study was mentioned to the teachers in advance – before research had started 
(Thomas, 2006). Teachers were asked if they would be willing to participate in the 
study and were given ample time to consider their participation or lack thereof 
(Thomas, 2006), and were assured that they could withdraw from the study with no 
consequences if they changed their minds during fieldwork.  
Familiarity with the teachers encouraged thoughtful consideration of being involved in 
reflecting on the guidance provided in the Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics CAPS. As a result, 
the possibility of bias in their responses was avoided as their desire to impress the 
researcher was minimised by their familiarity with her (Thomas, 2006). Therefore, 
knowing her and how she thought, and co-operation willingly given, thus enhanced 
validity in the data collected rather than compromising it. In addition, ensuring the 
teachers of their unanimity helped to avoid a situation of managed performances in 
the study (Thomas, 2006). Table 4.1 below provides the teachers’ profiles 
(pseudonyms are used to protect their real identities). 
Table 4.1: Profiles of teachers who participated in the study. 
Teacher Age Qualification Experience Years teaching 
Mathematics 
Teaching 
Grade 
Bella 43 Teacher college – 
specialised in 
training individuals 
to become teachers.  
25 years 25 years 6 
Paige 24 BEd degree 
specialising in 
English and Life 
Skills. 
2 years 1 year 4 
Rose 27 BEd honours in 
Educational 
Psychology.  
PGCE specialising in 
Life Orientation. 
1 year First year as a 
teacher and first 
year teaching 
Mathematics. 
5 
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To identify classes to participate in the study, the researcher visited six classes across 
three grades. These classes were chosen as they were the only classes available in 
the age group that was of interest in the study. Grades 4 to 6 intermediate phase was 
chosen because it is in these grades that the foundational knowledge of Mathematics 
taught in the earlier grades is developed further. Table 4.2 below provides information 
about these classes. 
Table 4.2: Profile of the classes observed. 
Class Number of 
boys to girls 
Total number 
of learners 
Age  Background 
6A 8 boys; 5 girls 13 12 – 13 
years 
Catholic, Zulu, Xhosa and 
Lebanese, privileged 
backgrounds, some parents 
absent 
6B 7 boys; 5 girls 12 12 – 14 
years 
Catholic, Zulu, Lebanese. 
Wealthy, some parents not 
home often 
5A 7 boys; 6 girls 12 11 years Catholic, Portuguese, 
Indian, Lebanese, Zulu, 
Pedi, privileged 
backgrounds. 
5B 9 boys; 5 girls 14 11 years Catholic, Portuguese, 
Lebanese, Zulu, Pedi, 
privileged backgrounds.  
4A 9 boys; 10 girls 19 10 years Catholic, Lebanese, Greek, 
Zulu, Sotho, Indian, 
privileged backgrounds.  
4B 10 boys; 9 girls 19 10 years Catholic, Lebanese, Zulu, 
Indian, Xhosa, privileged 
backgrounds, some 
learners from remedial 
school previously.  
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4.5. Research Tools and Process 
As Cohen, et al. (2011) has explained, in a study that seeks to portray, interpret and 
analyse the uniqueness of real individuals and situations through accessible accounts, 
the use of multiple sources of data and a variety of research methods to explore the 
research questions ensures the validity of the data obtained through triangulation (see 
also Denscombe, 1998). In this study, data was collected through reviewing 
documents, lesson observations and interviews with Mathematics teachers in school 
X. Observation is a means of collecting data through observing the environment and 
taking notes on what is happening (Yin, 2015). Interviews are structured or semi-
structured questions designed to find out information regarding a specific topic or 
issue, from a participant’s perspective and experience (Yin, 2015). These were 
selected as they allow for an in-depth understanding of the implementation of CAPS 
as well as insight into teacher understanding and use of the CAPS document. These 
methods further allow the researcher to investigate what resources teachers use to 
implement the CAPS. The study interviewed and observed three teachers at different 
mathematical levels within the primary school.  
A systematic analysis (see protocol for analysis in Appendix C) of the CAPS was 
conducted to identify implications for curriculum development and implementation 
using, amongst others, Maton’s (2007) and Bernstein’s (1981) theories. Special focus 
was placed on identifying knowledge and knower structures as well as epistemic and 
legitimation codes. This was done by focusing on the structure of the curriculum itself 
– the rules, guidelines, and content. Focusing on this allowed the researcher to 
understand the Mathematics policy and how it communicated the knowledge and 
knower structures to educators, as well as the epistemic legitimation codes that had 
to be observed in pedagogy. Teachers’ understanding of this was based on how they 
implemented this curriculum and used resources.  
Mathematics lesson plans in school X were also studied to establish how disciplinary 
and engagement relations required for the subject content were safeguarded. The 
documents were analysed based on whether teachers built on or revised relevant 
previous knowledge before introducing new knowledge and whether the organisation 
of the content exposed the learners to interactions, activities and other tasks that made 
the epistemic devices accessible and legitimate codes relevant to the topic taught. 
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This was done by focusing on the prescribed content and how it was to be taught. This 
included the sequencing, pacing, and timing of the content within the CAPS document 
and, subsequently, the teachers’ lesson plans; whether they complemented each 
other in terms of logic in their design. The latter was analysed to gauge whether 
teachers themselves show an understanding of the content and how best to teach it 
so that it makes sense and fulfils all requirements for the topic and subject taught.  
Observations (see observation schedule in Appendix A and observations in Appendix 
B) were conducted in the three classes, one class per grade. Only three observations 
were conducted because at the time the study was conducted, as is expected by the 
CAPS, these three classes were dealing with the same subject content. The other 
classes were focusing on different topics such as whole numbers, division, and 
multiplication, as they were slightly behind or ahead of each other.  
The average amount of time allocated towards fractions in Grades 4 - 6 is seven hours 
in one term (Grade 6 = ten hours, Grade 5 = five hours and Grade 4 = six hours, 
therefore the total is 21 hours divided by three = seven hours); however, this is in 
theory. In practical terms, teachers are sometimes behind in content, require more 
time on other content or are ahead in content. Therefore, the exact amount of time 
spent on fractions varies for each teacher and due to this, more time observing 
different lessons was thus unsuitable and would have provided an inaccurate basis for 
comparison, as different classes would be focusing on different aspects of the topic 
taught. The three classes observed were all focusing on the same content – fractions 
– while in the other three classes different topics were being taught; namely, whole 
numbers, division, and multiplication.  
Observations were used to identify the links, if any, between the teachers’ 
understanding of the Mathematics knowledge structure and the classroom practices 
they used as knowers of the subject. How the teachers translated the CAPS and their 
lesson plans in practice indicated whether they were able to make the content relatable 
to the intellectual field or discipline. The manner in which they taught, answered 
learner questions, and used different resources to make learning more accessible and 
interesting were of particular interest. Establishing whether teachers were able to 
teach the concept associated with the topic in multiple ways without distorting its 
essence (Clarence, 2016) required them to set up the lessons in such a way that 
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learners were aware of the concept taught, how the new knowledge was a continuation 
and expansion of previous concepts learnt, and provided opportunities to practice the 
concept as new knowledge.  
Learners’ performance as lived experiences were then captured as they were invited 
to solve problems on the board during lesson observations. It is important to capture 
performance in this way as it establishes whether learners are obtaining the 
achievements required within an intellectual field (Maton, 2007). Performance clarified 
whether learners had understood the content and whether the teacher had effectively 
transmitted knowledge to the learners (Maton, 2007).  
Bernstein’s pedagogic model places learning in a social context through which cultural 
reproduction takes place (Tan, 2017). Bernstein’s competence model focuses on the 
procedures for engaging with the world whilst performance models are strongly 
classified and allow for little control by the learner over what is being learnt and when. 
The models underscore the transmission of knowledge and focuses on the outputs of 
learners (Tan, 2017). Competence models are weakly classified and therefore allow 
learners to have more control over what they are learning and when. Competence 
models focus on what is present in a learner’s competencies and assumes that 
learners already possess the desired competencies (Tan, 2017). In this way, a 
competence model is more likely to showcase a student’s abilities and help learners 
to grow within the field and create their own meanings and values to aid understanding. 
On the other hand, a performance model transmits disciplinary knowledge and 
identifies learning gaps in the main focus (Tan, 2017). As indicated above, it was the 
latter that this study focused on.  
Semi-structured open-ended interviews (see appendix D) were conducted with Grade 
4 - 6 Mathematics teachers to allow them to explain their interpretations of the CAPS 
expectations; establish how they understood the type of content, codes and grammar 
they taught; and what they considered in translating the stipulated time and outcomes 
given to guide their lesson plans and teaching the specific topic taught at the time the 
data for this study was collected.  
Through interviews, it was also possible to provide the teachers with opportunities to 
explain their lesson plans. In particular, how they related their teaching to the CAPS 
guidance, considered the values prescribed and made learning meaningful without 
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compromising what was essential to the topic they taught. This was important as it 
allowed the researcher to establish whether the epistemic and legitimation codes were 
being accomplished and whether teachers themselves understood the subject they 
were teaching. This was crucial as the teachers could not teach Mathematics without 
demonstrating mastery of using the codes in practice. They could not be deemed 
successful and accomplish the goals within the field without such performance  
(Maton, 2007).  
4.6. Data Management and Analysis 
Data was analysed using techniques that are relevant to the case study design. These 
techniques include data cleaning, data reduction, data interpretation and data 
representation (Atkinson, 2002). Data collected through the observations and 
interviews were examined for patterns and common threads and assisted the 
development of a theory that explains the guidance for Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics 
CAPS. This was done by summarising raw data and then drawing links to the study 
objectives (Thomas, 2006). An example of this was working through the data and 
identifying sections that related to the study. Information that discussed teacher 
training was identified as showing a link to an aspect of the study, which was done by 
highlighting the information or making notes next to the information stating exactly 
what it linked to.  
By systematically working through the raw data, it was organised in terms of data 
reduction, also known as ‘chunking’ or ‘coding’ to get overall idea(s) or general idea(s). 
This was done by reading the data and then placing a coloured piece of paper at 
sections relating to a particular colour-coded theme/set of ideas. Each idea in the study 
was linked to a colour. For example, all data that referred to resources in the classroom 
were marked with a green piece of paper. An example of this is illustrated below.  
I have posters on my wall, but they are probably more decorative at this point 
in time. I tried to use a projector once, to show a video on something I was 
teaching but the video wouldn’t play because the internet had dropped so I had 
to revert to the textbook. Worksheets are used scarcely and mainly for 
homework or as an extra if a learner finishes early. There just isn’t much time 
to use other resources or to get practical because learners have to do so much 
in one lesson in order to finish the syllabus.  
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I have posters on my wall, but I have used them maybe like two times and not 
even all of them, Extra worksheets, I use for homework activities sometimes 
because there isn’t really time in class for textbook activities…. I like to give 
notes on things like unit of measurement so 10mm = 1cm, so learners have 
something to refer to. But it’s not as many notes and as often as what I would 
like.  
I use the posters in my class – I often get the learners to move around to see 
the poster. Like to use worksheets as an extra tool to assess whether the 
learners have understood the content. So often they’ll do an exercise, then a 
worksheet and then be given homework either from the same classroom 
textbook or from another book.  
Most of the learning materials need to be bought by us as teachers – this also 
works out to be very expensive so sometimes we just go without resources that 
could actually add value or help a learner understand.  
The overall ideas in the text above were identified as the constituting following codes: 
• There are posters in the classrooms 
• There is internet 
• Projectors are available 
• Worksheets are used 
• Textbooks and other books are available to teachers 
• Posters are decorative 
• Posters are seldom used 
• Internet quality is questionable 
• Time is limited for other resources 
The codes were analysed and placed into clusters or categories from which themes 
were developed. This was done by re-reading the texts on resources and breaking 
them into finer details to better grasp how resources were linked into themes of 
implementation and knower structures. This was done by colour coding and labelling 
the information deemed important. An example of this is illustrated in the table below.  
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Table 4.3: Example of coding. 
Overall Ideas/codes Cluster/Category  
 
Posters, internet, and textbooks in the 
classrooms  
RA – Resource available 
Projectors NA – Resource not available to all teachers 
Worksheets NA – FO – Not available, find own 
resources 
Other books PE – Personal expense 
Posters are decorative IUP – Understanding use of posters  
Posters are seldom used  IUP – use of posters  
Internet quality is questionable – connection 
drops 
QR – Quality of resources 
There is not enough time to use other 
resources 
RA – NU – available resources not always 
used 
 
The categories were then used to form themes that were used to represent or organise 
the presentation and discussion of the answers to the posed sub-questions and 
subsequently the main research question posed. The themes were developed based 
on the theory used in the study and from policies of countries doing well in 
Mathematics. Amongst others, Maton’s (2007) notions of disciplinary and engagement 
relations were particularly useful in doing so. This ensured that the findings or 
interpretations of the study are theoretically supported and justified, in turn, making 
them trustworthy (Thomas, 2006). For example, a theme formed from ‘resources 
available’, ‘quality of resources’, ‘understanding use of posters’, ‘use of posters’ and 
‘resources not always used’ was linked to teachers’ PCK and therefore devices used 
for pedagogy. On the other hand, ‘resources not available’ and ‘personal expense’ 
was linked to teachers’ commitment to standards of excellence for Mathematics.  
4.7. Ethical Considerations 
Trustworthiness was guaranteed by ensuring dependability, confirmability, credibility 
and transferability. Dependability means that if the study was to be replicated using 
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the same methodology, a similar result would be obtained (Shenton, 2004). In the 
study, this was achieved by ensuring that the links drawn are transparent and easily 
demonstrated or explained (Thomas, 2006). Clear explanations and justifications 
ensured this. The research design and implementation were described succinctly and 
accurately, and detailed accounts are given of how the study was conducted (Shenton, 
2004). This included how the data was gathered and the effectiveness of the research 
(Shenton, 2004).  
Confirmability was also ensured as a means to ensure trustworthiness. It was 
important to ensure that the findings are unbiased and based purely on the results of 
research, experiences and ideas of readings and those involved (Shenton, 2004). This 
was done by means of triangulation. Triangulation requires the use of different 
methods to collect data, for example, observations, and individual interviews (Shenton, 
2004). For this study, interviews and observations were used. This facilitated 
triangulation as it provided a different dimension to the study, thereby making the study 
richer in content and provided a more practical, every day, aspect to the study, which 
was then compared and analysed using theory.  
Credibility was ensured by using research methods that are well established and have 
been used successfully in other studies (Shenton, 2004). This was further achieved 
by prolonged engagement between the research and the participants, as well as the 
environment. This is important to trustworthiness because, by being involved for a 
longer period of time, an adequate understanding of the situation is developed and a 
level of trust gained (Shenton, 2004). This was achieved through the fact that the 
researcher works at the school in this study. By working there, the researcher was 
able to get to know the school, the way it is run, the students and the staff. This ensured 
credibility as the participants in this study got to know the researcher and managed to 
build a relationship that was dependent on trust and honesty.  
Transferability is the fourth dimension that aids trustworthiness. This dimension is 
concerned with the degree to which the findings can be applied to other situations 
(Shenton, 2004). This is done by providing sufficient information on all aspects of the 
research so that readers gain a strong understanding of the phenomenon being 
researched. Through this, readers are able to compare what they are reading to their 
own situations. For this study, the theories used were explained in great detail to 
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provide a clear understanding of the phenomenon being researched. Furthermore, a 
clear description of how the theory was investigated in ‘real life’ was provided and 
explained so that readers would be able to apply this to their own contexts and make 
their own assumptions as to whether this research is applicable to them. Lastly, having 
a peer, stakeholder or supervisor for complete consistency checks aided in ensuring 
that any conclusions drawn, interpretations made or categories developed were in line 
with the research design and the use of theories was accurate and logical (Thomas, 
2006).  
Confidentiality was ensured by removing true names of the participants and the school 
- creating pseudonyms so that participants and any sensitive information they shared 
were protected (Van Den Eynden & Brett, 2010).  
Consent was obtained in written format. The participants were provided with a basic 
idea of the study and asked if observations and an interview could take place. This 
type of consent is more legally solid as there is written proof that the participant agreed 
to disclose information that may be sensitive as well as allowing observations within 
the classroom to take place (Van Den Eynden & Brett, 2010). Written consent largely 
protects the researcher (Van Den Eynden & Brett, 2010).  
All participants were informed of the right to withdraw at any time (Van Den Eynden & 
Brett, 2010). For this study, due to the sample being so small, participants had the 
right to withdraw; however, they were made aware that if the data was already 
collected, their concerns would be discussed because with their withdrawal all data 
would be lost and the study would be at risk (Van Den Eynden & Brett, 2010). For 
reassurance, future interest and feedback, the participants were also informed that 
they would be contacted and asked to consider the findings of the study, indicate their 
viewpoints, and provide consent on the form.  
4.8. Conclusion 
This chapter discussed the methodology of the study and explained the research 
design as a qualitative case study, using an IPA research approach. This chapter 
further discussed the technique of convenience sampling and briefly addressed the 
weaknesses of this technique. The research tools and processes used were document 
reviews, interviews, and observations. Furthermore, this chapter discussed the use of 
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coding and chunking as data management and analysis. The next chapter focuses on 
the findings of the study and presents the analysis of the interviews, observations and 
CAPS document.   
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Chapter 5 – CAPS for Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics: Teacher’s 
Understanding and Curriculum Practices 
 5.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents and analyses the interview and observation data as well as 
document review of the CAPS document that was collected on the teachers’ 
understanding of the CAPS and translation into pedagogy. The interpretation of this 
data is based primarily on the theory discussed in Chapter 3. This chapter first 
discusses the organisation of the CAPS Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics, followed by a 
discussion on the language used in the CAPS document. This chapter then discusses 
the knowledge of Mathematics and effective teaching.  
5.2. The CAPS Document for Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics  
First, the document is divided into the five different sections per term that need to be 
covered in Grades 4 - 6; this allows direct access to the section required. Secondly, 
each section is broken up into subsections that provide further detail on the skills that 
need to be gained by learners, and guidelines for teachers. The CAPS document also 
provides time frames for each topic per term and sequencing advice for teachers. This 
explicitly tells teachers how much time should be spent on each topic. An example of 
this time allocation is provided in the table below and the completed time allocation for 
Grade 6 can be seen in Appendix J.  
 
Finally, the CAPS document explains what prior knowledge learners should have 
before they expand on the concept at hand. This is evident in the below image.  
Table 5.1: Time allocation per topic for Grade 6 (Department of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 212). 
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Figure 5.1 clearly shows that the CAPS document describes what is different from the 
previous year, and when and how to expand on the knowledge – this is done for all 
sections in CAPS. In this way the CAPS document strives to guide teachers and aid 
them in teaching effectively. It is important for teachers to know their learners and their 
previous knowledge so that they may be able to select resources that are appropriate 
and which may truly aid understanding. Having good content knowledge as well as 
pedagogical content knowledge will result in a better understanding of not only the 
subject, but also what resources are best for the subject and selecting those that are 
meaningful to what is taught. The CAPS text is structured in an extremely specific way 
and lays out the exact sequencing and pacing of topics to be followed in order to help 
teachers know what to do. It also strongly recommends that the time allocations be 
followed if teachers hope to cover the entire syllabus by the end of the year. There is 
Figure 5.1: Example of learner prior knowledge required 
in CAPS (Adapted from Department of Basic Education, 
2011a, p. 226) 
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a strict format for the layout of the work, specific terms to be used and specific rules 
for each concept to be taught. 
5.2.1. The Organisation of CAPS Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics 
In the CAPS document, Mathematics is broken up into five content areas: numbers, 
patterns and relationships; patterns, functions and algebra; space and shape; 
measurement; and data handling. For each topic there is a breakdown of the content. 
The breakdown is per-topic and for each grade. For example, Paige, who is not a 
Mathematics teacher, gave the following explanation: 
The CAPS document was not that easy to follow. It took me a few minutes to 
figure out the layout and the content in it. I think it’s confusing because they 
have all the grades in a phase on one page and then explain the content for 
each on the same page. I don’t know, for me that’s a bit confusing – why not 
just put all the information per grade together? I also found the way maths was 
set up, very rigid and strict compared to say Life Skills, where there are links 
drawn to everything. Maths almost seems cold and untouchable.  
(Paige, Grade 4 Mathematics teacher)  
The difference referred to by Paige between the Grade 6 Mathematics CAPS and the 
Life Skills CAPS indicates that Mathematics provides clear instructions on what should 
be accomplished. For example, it specifically tells teachers that learners must 
compare and order common fractions with the main focus being on tenths and 
hundredths. It further states that learners must be able to recognise fractions with 1-
digit or 2-digit denominations which must be multiples of each other, recognise 
equivalence between common fractions and decimal fraction forms of the same 
number, as well as percentages of the same number (Department of Basic Education, 
2011a, p. 226). These are very specific instructions and skills that need to be followed 
and acquired. In contrast to this, the Life Skills CAPS has topics, for example, 
Development of Self, which is a topic that continues throughout term one and has 
multiple sub-topics. These topics include all aspects of daily life such as positive self-
esteem, peer pressure, abilities and interests, and problem solving, to name but a few 
(Department of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 23). There is no guideline on how to teach 
this; it is the discretion of the teacher to decide how to teach this. The CAPS for Life 
Skills encourages teachers and learners to develop and use their own teaching and 
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learning methods, whereas for Mathematics it is necessary to follow the methods laid 
out by CAPS.  
An example is given below.  
 
Paige also indicated that all topics and content are discussed together per phase. As 
a result, if you only teach Grade 4 then all your documents and information are 
together, and you do not need to search through an entire document – which could be 
overwhelming. For example, in Grade 4 learners are required to spend a total of six 
hours focusing on fractions (Department of Basic Education, 2011a). According to 
CAPS, within the six hours there are certain aspects of fractions which need to be 
mastered. The aspects include solving problems involving fractions, describing, and 
ordering fractions of different denominators, solving calculations with fractions, and 
recognising equivalent fractions and how to use them (see Appendix H to J).  
Overall, the document is divided into four sections. The first introduces and outlines 
the background to the CAPS document together with the aims and values of the South 
African curriculum. The second section explains what Mathematics is, the specific 
aims of Mathematics, focus areas, weighting of the different content areas and then 
briefly specifies the content to be covered in each topic. Section three indicates time 
Figure 5.2: Example of specification of content for Grades 4 - 6 (Department of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 
13) 
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allocations for each topic and provides notes or teacher guidelines for each grade and 
term. Section four focuses on assessment. The section discusses the different types 
of assessments appropriate for Mathematics, provides information on daily and 
informal assessments, formal assessments, recording and reporting assessments, 
and the moderation of assessments. This is detailed, thorough and provides sufficient 
information to teachers about what needs to be covered throughout the year.  
The Grade 4 - 6 CAPS document also uses the correct language required for 
Mathematics and provides examples for each concept that needs to be taught. For 
example, when guiding teachers on fractions, words such as ‘equivalent,’ ‘common 
fractions’, ‘mixed fractions’, ‘add’, ‘subtract’, to mention a few, are used, as these relate 
to the correct practice of fractions. The examples provided to teachers is given in the 
excerpt below.  
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Figure 5.3: Examples provided to teachers by the CAPS document (Department of Basic Education, 
2011a, p. 227) 
5.2.2. Language Use in the CAPS Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics 
The CAPS document uses language specific to Mathematics – for example, the words 
‘range’, ‘greater than or less than’, ‘units’, ‘digits’, ‘input and output values’, ‘capacity’, 
‘commutative, associative and distributive property’, to name just a few – and makes 
the assumption that teachers using the Mathematics CAPS document are well versed 
in the subject and therefore understand the language being used. For example, the 
CAPS expect them to teach fractions by developing this concept in a variety of ways 
such as problem-solving contexts, diagrams, apparatus, posters, cutting paper into 
fractions, and many more. Completing the task in such a way builds certain 
competencies (problem-solving, application, drawing of diagrams) necessary for 
understanding further concepts in fractions. It also shows an understanding of the 
content on the part of the teacher. The examples discussed below further exemplify 
the claims made above.  
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5.2.2.1. The language used for teachers’ subject knowledge and PCK 
Understanding of Mathematical concepts is strongly dependent on the teachers’ 
knowledge of the subject and their PCK. This was evident during lesson observations. 
For example, in lessons introducing addition of fractions, learners are expected to be 
able to add fractions with the same denominator. In Grade 6, they are expected to add 
fractions with different denominators, and, in their lessons, all three teachers referred 
back to the previous year’s knowledge – revised it briefly and then added to it. Paige’s 
challenges with teaching Mathematics Grade 4 became clear when she was unable 
to realise that she could use the posters on her wall to help her explain what to do 
when adding fractions step-by-step. Neither, as observed, did she refer to real-life 
examples that learners could relate to, as guided by CAPS: “examples of area models 
include circles cut into fraction pieces, diagrams of pies, rectangles or other geometric 
shapes divided into fraction pieces” (Department of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 71), 
nor the paper-folding method as suggested in CAPS (p. 71).  
Paige explained to learners how to add fractions together by first asking learners to 
identify different fractions i.e. ¼, ½, and colouring this in on the board. Paige then used 
these drawings/examples on the board to explain how to add fractions. After a few 
examples, Paige then referred learners to their textbooks. Some learners appeared to 
grasp this concept relatively quickly; however, some struggled and had plenty of 
questions to ask Paige.  
One learner asked Paige why the denominator does not change when adding the 
fractions, for example, 1 4⁄ + 
2
4⁄  = 
3
4⁄ . Paige tried to answer this question by saying 
that it was because they are working in quarters and if the denominator is the same it 
stays the same, however, the learner still did not seem to understand. Another learner 
seemed to struggle with the very colouring in of the different fractions. Paige explained 
that the denominator tells us how many pieces there should be altogether, and the 
numerator tells us how many of those pieces to colour in, however this learner also 
seemed somewhat confused.  
From the evidence provided, it is clear that Paige struggled to explain addition of 
fractions in different ways. When asked to explain her teaching, she explained as 
follows:  
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I had a learner the other day tell me that he didn’t understand what I had just 
explained – so I tried to explain it again and he still didn’t understand. After that 
I was stuck – I didn’t know like how else to explain it. And I think that’s where 
being specialised maybe helps. A specialist probably could have thought of ten 
different ways to explain the same thing. But they are confident because they 
know their stuff; so, implementing or passing on the knowledge is easier and 
more comfortable for them. I didn’t know like how else to explain it…  
Paige added:  
I have posters on my wall, but they are probably more decorative at this point 
in time. I also once tried to use a projector to show a video on something I was 
teaching but the video wouldn’t play because the internet had dropped so I had 
to revert to the textbook. Worksheets I use scarcely and mainly for homework 
or as an extra if a learner finishes early... There just isn’t much time to use other 
resources or to get practical because learners have to do so much in one lesson 
in order to finish the syllabus. 
However, the learners struggled and seemed unable to understand the expected prior 
knowledge. As with the example above, a learner struggled with the colouring in of 
fractions. He could not understand how you know to colour in one block out of four or 
two blocks out of four. He also struggled with knowing how many pieces the block 
should be divided into. Paige explained this to him by telling him that the denominator 
tells you what the shape is divided into and the numerator tells you how many pieces 
to colour in. The learner still seemed to struggle with this, however, this should have 
been taught and understanding ensured in their previous year of Grade 3 Mathematics 
so that in Grade 4, this was already sound. This is evident in the CAPS document 
where it states the difference between Grade 3 and Grade 4, as well as what learners 
should already know in order to understand what they are about to learn with regards 
to decimals and fractions.  
The learners struggled to grasp the new knowledge because of a lack of the 
foundational knowledge or understanding of fractions, as it is evident in the 
explanation provided by Paige. When the examples were drawn on the board, they 
struggled to understand how it equalled, for example, ¾ because they did not 
understand the basic concepts and procedures related to adding fractions. They 
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appeared to be reversing the function of the denominator and the numerator and the 
teacher seemed unable to resolve or clarify why this was a misconception.  
Paige is an example of the many teachers who struggle daily with lessons because 
they are allocated subjects that are not their specialisations. It is evident from her views 
that she is unable to simplify the work or explain it differently. Her lack of adequate 
subject content knowledge could be reasonably considered as responsible for the 
learning challenges that were witnessed in the lesson that was given above as an 
example. She was unable to share knowledge in different ways despite the guidance 
in the CAPS that promotes authentic learning.  
According to Pearce (2006), there are ten steps required in order for learning to be 
considered authentic; namely real-life relevance, an ill-defined problem (challenges 
that do not have an obvious answer), sustained investigation, multiple resources and 
perspectives, collaboration between peers, reflection, interdisciplinary perspective, 
integrated assessment, polished products, and multiple interpretations and outcomes. 
Based on the viewpoint, it is thus reasonable to argue that the problem with Paige’s 
lesson was that it was not relevant to learners’ reality in that she only used her 
drawings on the board. She did not use examples learners could relate to or visualise, 
also, because Paige did not take the time to ensure all learners understood any task, 
she gave them, what was presented was far too challenging for learners to 
understand, thus the ill-defined problem failed to encourage learners to engage with 
the task. Paige only used the board to explain and did not interact with other resources 
or methods of teaching. Furthermore, Paige did not allow learners to try and help each 
other (peer collaboration) and therefore Paige ended up being inundated with 
questions – some of which other learners in the class could have answered for those 
who were struggling – and had to spend more time addressing these questions which 
in turn resulted in learners who did understand, not being able to move on with their 
work, as the task provided was not clear to them.  
In contrast, Rose, a Grade 5 teacher who is also not a Mathematics specialist, used a 
few different examples when teaching the same topic. The ten steps suggested by 
Pearce (2006) were more present in Rose’s lesson (although not all the steps). During 
observations, Rose tried to make the content relevant to the learners by using 
examples that the learners could relate to and make the lessons meaningful.  
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Rose revised fractions using the analogy of a cake. She had learners imagine that 
they each had a cake in front of them and needed to share this cake with their friends. 
She asked questions throughout the explanation, such as, if a learner had four friends 
they needed to share with, how many slices would a learner cut the cake into? From 
there Rose expanded on the explanation to show how to add fractions together, for 
example, your friend had eaten two of four slices and you have eaten one out of four 
slices, how many slices did you eat out of four? Learners seemed to enjoy this example 
and understood it well.  
She also encouraged each learner to participate by asking them to complete examples 
on the board. She asked the learners to draw their cake on their board, from here she 
gave them information such as how many friends the learner had and how many slices 
each friend ate, and learners would then have to represent this information on the cake 
they drew on the board. From here she asked the learners to add up how many slices 
of cake had been eaten. This made learners more eager to participate, to listen and 
to learn. 
When having to account for her teaching, as indicated by Paige, Rose also highlighted 
concerns with the manner in which the CAPS was laid out and emphasised that some 
of the guidelines of the CAPS were confusing. Rose gave the following as an example:  
 
Table 5.2: Example of guidelines that Rose found confusing (Department of Basic Education, 
2011a, p. 16) 
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For Rose, working with fractions as a whole was confusing. She describes how she 
struggled to understand aspects such as recognising, describing, and using the 
equivalence of division and fractions. To Rose, this made very little sense. The CAPS 
document provides teachers with more detailed information in the teaching notes and 
clarification sections (p. 160–162) on how to teach fractions and provides many 
examples for teachers to look at. The examples and language do, however, assume 
that the reader is an expert in Mathematics and would understand the provided 
information and example easily – this is not so for someone who is not an expert. 
However, she still tried to create an authentic learning environment and challenged 
her learners by giving them real-life examples and complete activities on the board 
individually.  
The classrooms had learners of varying cultures and experiences and the teachers 
needed to tap into these cultures without distorting the essence of what they taught if 
they wished to see a meaningful change in learners’ understanding and performance 
(Mogari, 2014) in Mathematics. However, all three teachers that participated in the 
study mainly provided examples to the learners to clarify the concepts that they were 
teaching. Only Bella allowed the students who understood to also exemplify to those 
who were struggling to grasp the subject content that was taught. Whilst this did show 
effort, more effective teaching was still not evident in what she did.  
5.2.2.2. Understanding the language in the CAPS 
When asked to rank herself based on how well she understood the CAPS as 
curriculum; Rose gave herself a two out of five adding:  
Probably like a two [giggles]. I know that’s terrible but that’s also what happens 
when you have an unqualified teacher, teaching maths. We don’t understand 
the content in the way we probably should. 
She added that implementation was harder for her than working through the CAPS:  
…but implementing is hard because I don’t know what I can or can’t do or if I 
change something, am I messing up the meaning or doing it wrong? I guess 
that’s where actually being a qualified maths teacher would make a difference. 
Rose added: 
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I have posters on my wall, but I have used them maybe like two times and not 
even all of them. Extra worksheets I use as homework activities sometimes 
because there isn’t really time in class for textbook activities and then extra 
work. I like to give notes on things like unit of measurement so 10mm = 1cm, 
so learners have something to refer to. But it’s not as many notes and as 
often as what I would like.  
The evidence presented here clearly indicates that these two teachers, who were not 
Mathematics specialists and were, therefore, unfamiliar with Mathematics as a 
knowledge structure, faced challenges in making sense of what the CAPS required. 
There is no further guidance on the topic they were teaching. As Krauss (2008) states, 
especially with regards to mathematics, it is important that teachers have good content 
knowledge so that they can better help and explain concepts, especially to learners 
who may not understand. If teachers have poor content knowledge, the way in which 
they teach would be limited and their ability to help learners who are struggling will be 
severely diminished. Krauss (2008) explains further that a teacher who is not confident 
in what they know will teach a concept in the same way over and over again with 
minimal change. 
Furthermore, as Lave and Wagner (as cited in Floding & Swier, 2012) argue, an 
intellectual field is a community of practice in which codes are realised and passed on 
to newcomers in the field. The newcomers (students) need old timers (teachers) to 
share this knowledge with them in a way that excites them and encourages them to 
accept and reaffirm the knowledge codes and structures being passed on (Floding & 
Swier, 2012). This is reiterated by Shunk (2012), who argues that when learners are 
faced with new topics, they instinctively try to relate that knowledge to themselves or 
to what they are familiar with, as a means of making sense of the information. In this 
way, ensuring that as a teacher you excite and intrigue learners is of utmost 
importance to learner understanding and success (Shunk, 2012). Paige and Rose 
lacked this essential knowledge and therefore their effectiveness of passing it on was 
severely lacking. Bella, in comparison, exuded confidence in her class and managed 
both her time and resources well. She was able to recap prior knowledge and 
explain/show learners how it was relevant to what they were going to learn in the 
lesson.  
Bella went back to the very first thing that learners were taught about fractions and 
briefly revised each section. In doing so, she made it clear how their previous 
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knowledge had to help them understand the new subject content. As a result, the 
learners were able to see that what they were supposed to learn was relevant and 
fitted into a larger picture. They were able to see that, for example, in understanding 
that a fraction is part of a whole, they could relate that knowledge to decimals and see 
how decimals are also part of a whole, and how understanding fractions would aid 
them in applying that same knowledge to decimals.  
Bella also gave the learners time to make notes on the lesson and ask any questions. 
Some questions asked by learners were: “Why did the denominator stay the same, if 
they were subtracting?” and “If a fraction was really big, like 4 24⁄ , was there a way to 
make it smaller, or easier to manage?” – this referring to simplifying fractions. In 
addition, she used multiple different resources which allowed learners different 
perspectives. The curriculum understanding demonstrated by Bella was possible 
because she understood the subject content she was teaching exceptionally well and 
was able to explain it in many different ways for learners who were struggling to grasp 
the concept of decimals. Bella allowed learners who were struggling to first seek help 
from a learner who had understood because she believed that the learners could 
explain the concept differently and, in a manner, make it accessible and more sensible 
to each other. They were able to do this in their ‘language’ or with examples that would 
be more personal. So, Bella allowed peer help first. If a learner still did not understand, 
then that learner would go to Bella’s desk and she would try to explain again either at 
a slower pace or in a different way suitable to that specific learner. Not only did this 
allow other learners to move on with their work, but it also provided those who were 
struggling to have one-on-one time with Bella for a more thorough explanation. 
Furthermore, Bella was able to distinguish between learners who had grasped the 
concept and learners who had not by giving them an example to solve, alone, on their 
white boards. Based on this, learners who understood were allowed to move on with 
the exercises – in this way no learner was held back or ‘bored’ by repetition – instead 
they were encouraged to move on and also to help their peers who were struggling. 
In accounting for the manner in which she taught, Bella indicated that she also 
struggled with the layout of the CAPS document and found that placing all the grades 
on the same page was confusing, but after a thorough read through – including 
clarification notes and guidelines – she made sense of the document. However, she 
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also explained that it was easier to understand because she had been teaching 
Mathematics for many years and therefore, while the language of the document itself 
had changed, the language of Mathematics remains the same. In comparison to the 
other teachers, Bella was well experienced and had many years teaching Mathematics 
and was thereby better able to manage her time in class and to use resources and 
different teaching strategies more effectively. Bella was also able to challenge her 
learners. She could provide more examples (worksheets and other books) that tested 
their understanding in different ways. 
I was teaching the previous OBE system, so when CAPS came in, it was 
extremely confusing for me. The layout was confusing, the language was 
difficult to understand – I mean it was in English but the way it was set up and 
things were explained – I thought I was never going to get it. But thankfully 
maths is maths at the end of the day. 
(Bella, Grade 6 Mathematics teacher) 
It is clear that Bella is a confident and strong teacher. In the first observation on 7 May 
2018, Bella used posters to aid her in explaining decimals. 
She explained:  
I use the posters in my class – I often get the learners to move around to see 
the poster.  
She then went completely digital in the next observation and used video clips to explain 
further (Appendix A). The ability to shift between teaching methods shows a teacher 
who is knowledgeable of what she is teaching and the different ways in which she can 
teach (Mogari, 2014). 
As Bella put it: 
I like to use worksheets as an extra tool to assess whether the learners have 
understood the content. So, often they’ll do an exercise, then a worksheet and 
then be given homework either from the same classroom textbook or from 
another book… I also allow learners who have understood the content to help 
other learners, as they are a resource to each other as well.  
As both Maton (2016) and Bernstein (1981) argue, a teacher’s understanding of the 
subject matter they are teaching will affect the way a learner learns. In other words, if 
a teacher knows multiple ways to teach the same concept, this aids learners who 
perhaps did not understand the first or second methods. Also, being knowledgeable 
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about the field you are teaching means you are better equipped to answer questions 
based on the content, without getting flustered or unsure of your answers (Puteh & 
Palanisamy, 2014). 
In contrast, Paige, who, as stated earlier, is not a maths teacher, found no enjoyment 
in the subject and appeared flustered and unaware of her classroom in the first 
observation. Rose is another example of a teacher who is not confident in the subject 
and therefore struggles. She struggled to teach effectively. The two teachers were 
unfamiliar with the knowledge structure of Mathematics. Teachers need to be able to 
arouse interest in learners, clarify and interpret concepts for learners, as well as 
compare different phenomenon within Mathematics, for the learners (Bušljeta, 2013). 
Teachers should also be able to make learning more focused and interesting as this 
promotes learning and makes the learning process meaningful (Bušljeta, 2013). The 
ability to do this comes from having a deep understanding of how the subject functions 
and in having the necessary codes to understand this functioning (Maton, 2014).  
5.3. Knowledge of Mathematics and Effective Teaching 
Paige and Rose were unable to teach addition of fractions as proposed by the CAPS 
for Grade 4 - 6. Despite the guidelines for Grade 4 to Grade 6 Mathematics, they were 
unable to understand the requirements and pass on the subject content as expected, 
as they themselves did not possess it. The CAPS document, as a whole, expects 
teachers of any specialisation to pass on conceptual tools that would aid learners in 
solving the problems they will be faced with. In Mathematics specifically these include, 
for example, social and economic and environmental issues within society 
(Department of Basic Education, 2011a, p. 8-9). They are asked to raise awareness 
of how the concepts learnt can be drawn on when having to make sense of these 
issues. The tools had to be taught using vast and varied strategies to help learners 
link them to the manipulatives using Mathematical concepts and epistemic codes 
associated with them and that would allow their cognition to move up in the knowledge 
structure hierarchy (Maton, 2014). Thorough explanations, detailed examples, and 
sound knowledge of the many different ways one aspect could be explained is crucial 
because, as Maton (2007) argues, that access to abilities within a knowledge structure 
facilitates specialisation within the intellectual field. It defines an individuals’ ability to 
shape the field and those who enter it.  
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The challenges faced by Paige and Rose in the classroom could thus be reasonably 
seen as highlighting the importance of teacher education for effective teaching. This 
could also suggest a problem with teacher deployment. A problem with teacher 
deployment would result in teachers within a school teaching subjects that are not their 
speciality. Teacher education is crucial if schools and the greater society wish to have 
teachers who are well equipped and experts in their field. The lessons witnessed from 
the two teachers made it apparent that in the school in which this study was conducted, 
teacher education was underplayed. As Spaull (2013) argues, the quality of the 
teacher determines the quality of the learner and in turn the quality of the education 
system. For example, and as discussed earlier, teachers in Finland are required to 
prove their expertise through obtaining a Master’s degree before being considered for 
a teaching post (Mogari, 2014). Teachers are then still required to attend seven days 
of training per year. This is the same for Singapore and Australia, where teachers are 
required to spend up to nine days per year in extra training seminars or workshops. In 
South Africa, SACE requires at least 150 points over three years. Points are 
accumulated based on how many ‘activities’ a teacher does. Each activity has a 
different number of points allocated to it (SACE, 2013). How many seminars or 
workshops and how many hours this equates to is unclear. Finland, Australia, and 
Singapore are all ranked in the top ten for Mathematical performance according to 
TIMSS 2015. This is because the training they receive focuses not only on sharing 
different ideas of how to teach the different concepts, or how to manage their 
classrooms effectively, but the training provided also seeks to work through the policy 
and allows time for teachers’ to verbalise their concerns or to discuss sections that 
they find vague or confusing (Finnish National Board of Education, 2014). These 
sections are then discussed in the seminar as a team and explanation and clarity is 
provided to the teachers who may have been unsure (Finnish National Board of 
Education, 2014).  
Bella, was aware of the importance of teacher education purely because of her years 
of experience, however, the other two teachers were somewhat unsure of whether 
there were professional development initiatives or programmes they could attend:  
Rose: I am honestly not too sure. I’ve heard it mentioned before but I couldn’t 
tell you for definite. Our school also hasn’t said anything or 
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promoted/encouraged anything. I would attend them, especially if it’s for my 
speciality.  
Paige: I wouldn’t know but I hope so.  
It is even more important to note that the school itself had not communicated any of 
this information to them, including information regarding Continuing Professional 
Teacher Development points (CPTD). This is concerning, as schools are supposed to 
be guiding forces for both teachers and learners. Learners’ success depends on the 
teachers’ ability to teach the necessary knowledge and knower codes, provide 
adequate, relevant, and up-to-date knowledge. Based on this, all the teachers agreed 
that there should be more teacher development seminars, especially when there are 
policy changes or field updates.  
Rose: I am not even sure if there are any and I think that’s a problem. There 
definitely should be more, and they should be better advertised/promoted. It’s 
important to know how your field is changing so that you can change with it.  
Paige: I think there should be seminars at least two times per term, just to touch 
base with teachers in the same field as you. Also, it’s useful for new teachers 
who maybe aren’t so confident yet to get tips from more experienced teachers. 
It’s also vital to stay up-to-date with any changes.  
Bella: I think one every term is adequate. However, when new policies or 
regulations are put into place, I feel that there should be more training courses 
on it.  
In-service teacher education is crucial for improving teaching not only in terms of 
ideas, knowledge, and experience but also the ability to make sense of the official 
curriculum policy and select and use resources to facilitate understanding of the 
subject content. It provides a context or forum where teachers can learn from one 
another and try new things that may be effective in their schools. This is vital for school, 
learner, and teacher progression.  
After the lesson observations, all three teachers indicated that the school provided few 
resources, such as textbooks and white boards. These are important in order to 
stimulate learning and create excitement and intrigue. Often the teachers gave 
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learners exercises to complete in the textbook or gave them examples on the board. 
However, the chances of learners being stimulated by using their textbooks and the 
white board every day are slim. This was evident in the observations of Paige, whose 
learners seemed distracted and more entertained by other things. As Busljeta (2013) 
asserted, resources are instruments that can be used to solidify knowledge and aid 
understanding. They (resources) therefore need to be used in a way that stimulate 
learners and create excitement and focus on the topic at hand. However, resources 
can only do so if varied in order to evoke every learner’s attention. Although this is the 
case, it is concerning that Paige and Rose, despite being deemed qualified, relied 
mainly on the textbook as a resource.  
By their own admission, Paige and Rose did not possess the required subject content 
expertise to select and use resources to teach mathematics effectively as they were 
not specialists in the field; they had not studied Mathematics further in university or in 
the course of obtaining their qualifications. Bella, on the other hand, had sound 
pedagogical knowledge and was able to use the resources at her disposal to maximum 
effect:  
I use the posters in my class – I often get the learners to move around to see 
the poster… Like to use worksheets as an extra tool to assess whether the 
learners have understood the content. So often they’ll do an exercise, then a 
worksheet and then be given homework either from the same classroom 
textbook or from another book.  
Furthermore, Bella was also observed instructing learners to use the above-mentioned 
resources.  
Bella asked the learners to take out their white boards and individually complete a sum 
given on the board. This was done to gauge who had understood the newest concept 
and who was still struggling. Those who understood had to complete the exercise in 
the textbook and then collect a worksheet that offered alternative questioning styles 
and slightly more challenging questions. Learners had to complete this worksheet in 
class. Bella then gave learners homework out of another textbook (not class textbook) 
called Practical Maths and informed learners of the pages and that any unfinished 
work had to be completed as well.  
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However, Bella also indicated:  
Most of the learning materials need to be bought by us as teachers – this also 
works out to be very expensive so sometimes we just go without resources that 
could actually add value or help a learner understand.  
If one considers what Fuller and Clarke (1994) argue about better resources equalling 
better performance, then it is of paramount importance that schools possess such 
resources; especially those that are disadvantaged and do not have teachers that can 
afford to contribute through improvisation. It is also important that schools provide 
these resources as teachers do not have the financial means to source these 
resources. The assumption being made here is that if teachers cannot pay for 
resources then there are no resources. Teachers and schools need to use a variety of 
resources that are creative (Bušljeta, 2013). However, this seems to be a problem, as 
teachers find themselves having to pay for their own resources because of their 
commitment to standards of excellence they have to help meet.  
5.4. Discussion of Findings  
It was found in this study that two of the three teachers were not specialists in 
Mathematics. They struggled with understanding the CAPS document and how to 
implement it. Furthermore, these teachers were unable to use meaningful examples 
and teach content in different perspectives. Hence, these teachers were unable to 
teach the Mathematics curriculum effectively. Maton (2007) argued that it is essential 
that teachers acquire and apply the knowledge and skills appropriate for the subject 
to transmit it successfully and with a level of excellence. According to Maton (2007), 
teachers are essential in this as they influence the legitimation codes and the 
epistemic device. A teacher, as the specialist in this field, should be able to shape 
social relations, institutional organisation, curricula change, as well as, shape the 
identity of their learners and their schools’ performance (Maton, 2007). S/he is 
expected to know what epistemic relations are appropriate for a subject as this forms 
the foundation of the reproduction of knowledge and provides the guidelines of how to 
transmit the legitimation codes. In other words, how the teacher selects the knowledge 
and transmits it through teaching strategies will reflect whether s/he is emphasising a 
knowledge structure, knower structure, neither, or both and in turn whether she knows 
the requirements of the intellectual field.  
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Two of the three teachers in this study lacked sufficient content knowledge as they 
were, as stated, not Mathematics specialists. Without sound content knowledge, these 
teachers were unable to make the codes accessible to the learners. In turn, these 
learners struggled to progress through the levels required of them in the differing 
grades. Sound understanding of a concept associated with a particular area of 
knowledge is important because each intellectual field is different and requires 
different rules and regulations that need to be transmitted (Maton, 2007). In obtaining 
these codes associated with a knowledge area, one is also obtaining the knowledge 
required in order to achieve success in an intellectual field. Failure to access the codes 
results in a lack of power over them and thereby failure to succeed (Maton, 2007). In 
particular, to access the codes that are essential to obtain standards of excellence, 
knowledge in Mathematics needs to be explicit, coherent and systematic (Moore, et 
al., 2006). Teachers need to develop this knowledge from the lower levels and expand 
upon it as learners progress through the levels. In order to do this, they themselves 
need to have accessed the elite codes.  
It was further established that the CAPS document for Mathematics is developed and 
structured correctly for the intellectual field. The problem, however, is that the teachers 
utilising it do not have the necessary expertise in the subject they are meant to teach. 
It is not plausible to have non-specialists teaching a specialist subject, as they possess 
neither the legitimation codes nor the epistemic device necessary and are thus unable 
to sufficiently pass on the knowledge to learners. The reality of teachers overseeing 
subjects they know nothing about naturally hinders their ability to meet standards of 
excellence in mathematics as an intellectual field. Even though the CAPS document 
fulfils its obligation and provides adequate guidance to the teachers, teachers seem 
to be failing to meet the requirements for Mathematics because of their own 
conceptual and pedagogical challenges and thus, in turn, are unable to translate the 
CAPS into practice with excellence. This could be seen as the legitimate cause of the 
poor pass rate of South African learners that many researchers (such as Hoadley and 
Jansen (2009), Maton (2007) and Bernstein (2009)) and studies (TIMSS, ANAs and 
SACMEQ) have highlighted as a concern. 
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5.5. Conclusion 
This chapter focused on presenting and analysing the interviews, observations and 
document review conducted and collected on the teachers’ understanding of the 
CAPS and its translation into pedagogy. The interpretation of this data was based 
primarily on the theory discussed in Chapter 3. It was found that teachers in this 
school, who do not have expertise in Mathematics, do not understand the CAPS 
document as they do not possess the knowledge and knower codes necessary for the 
Mathematics field. This chapter demonstrated that lacking these codes hinders a 
teacher’s ability to teach effectively, as they are unable to teach using multiple 
methods, they struggle to use multiple resources, they battle to understand and 
implement the suggestions provided by the CAPS document, and struggle to clarify 
the meaning of the concepts taught. It was further evident through this study that 
teachers were unable to ensure that authentic learning took place because of their 
inability to translate concepts in various ways to learners who brought different 
experiences or prior knowledge into their lessons. Based on this, it can be concluded 
that teachers’ lack of subject specialisation and knowledge resulted in the challenges 
of representing or recontextualising subject content and thus resulted in the poor 
performance of learners in Mathematics in the lessons observed.  
In general, the data indicates that the teachers did not understand the CAPS document 
and, as a result, were unable to implement it as expected. Specifically, they did not 
possess the necessary subject knowledge to know how to teach Mathematics in ways 
that meets the requirements of what the CAPS for Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics expected. 
The next chapter discusses the summary of the findings from this study, followed by 
reflections on the conceptual framework and methodology. Following this is a 
discussion on the limitations of this study and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 6 – Summary of Findings, Reflections on 
Conceptual Framework and Methodology, Limitations of the 
Study and Recommendations.  
6.1. Introduction 
In this study, Chapter 1 provided a background of South African curriculum and the 
many changes that have taken place thus far. Chapter 1 provided the problem 
statement of the study and the research questions. The chapter laid out the conceptual 
framework which was based on Bernstein (1981) and Maton (2007) and their theory 
on knowledge and knower structures and legitimation codes. Lastly, this chapter 
discussed Mathematics as a vital subject that teaches a number of skills across all 
cultures. Chapter 2 focused on the different assessments that South Africa partakes 
in, namely ANA, TIMSS and SACMEQ. The discussion followed the performance of 
learners in the intermediate phase, Grades 4 - 6, and discussed the challenges facing 
learners in Mathematics. Chapter 3 detailed Bernstein’s (1981) and Maton’s (2007) 
theory on knowledge and knower structures and focused on how having a lack of 
knowledge impedes one’s ability to teach effectively. Chapter 3 further discussed 
teacher knowledge and professional development as factors that aid them in making 
sense of the CAPS document and in implementing the CAPS. Chapter 4 discussed 
the methodology of this study and the means of data management and analysis. 
Chapter 5 studied the teacher’s responses to the CAPS document as well their means 
of implementing the document. Moreover, the chapter further focused on other factors 
such as resources and effective use of them in order to aid learners in making meaning 
of the content being taught. 
It was evident that the teachers in this study who were deployed out-of-field struggled 
to make sense of the CAPS document for Mathematics. These teachers also found it 
difficult to implement the Mathematics curriculum in different ways and using different 
resources, which would add meaning to the learners.  
This chapter summarises the findings in the study, reflects on how the conceptual 
framework and methodology used in the study were useful, highlights the limitations 
of the study and, finally, makes recommendation for further research. 
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6.2. Summary of the Findings in the Study 
This research study aimed to address the poor performance of Mathematics in South 
Africa. The focus of the study was to analyse the CAPS and the curriculum practices 
of teachers. This policy provides useful guidance that can promote coherence between 
subject content and curriculum design. It was this guidance that was of interest in the 
study. The assumption was that it could be used to explain the under- and poor 
performance of South African learners in Mathematics.  
The findings in the study indicate that the relationship between the expectations in 
CAPS and Mathematics as an educational knowledge and the understanding of this 
on behalf of the teacher is the following: a teacher’s education or qualification required 
for one to be able to teach in South Africa is a BEd or a PGCE. In comparison to 
countries experiencing good learner performance, this indicates that teachers in South 
Africa are not sufficiently equipped with the knowledge necessary to become 
specialists in a field. Two out of the three teachers who participated in the study did 
not hold a qualification in Mathematics; they had a BEd or PGCE in another subject 
and felt they required more education or training in the subject. Their degrees had not 
equipped them to be teachers who are well-rounded and experts in Mathematical 
content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. 
These types of knowledge come from having studied a subject in greater depth. The 
teachers reported that there are seminars provided at least twice a year, however, 
they felt that this is too little. Teachers’ felt that more professional development was 
needed in order to share ideas or ‘tips’ on effective ways of teaching different content, 
and also to voice any uncertainties relating to the policy and gain clarity on those 
uncertainties. In addition, the teachers agreed that the Mathematics curriculum policy 
should be implemented using resources, however, they felt that limited resources, 
such as textbooks, calculators, and stationery in general, were also the main cause of 
the students’ poor performance in Mathematics. Resources were also deemed 
important by teachers because they provide an alternative way of explaining content 
in addition to other means of confirming whether students have understood or not. 
Furthermore, resources stimulate learners and create excitement and intrigue in the 
topic at hand. However, in the case of two out of the three teachers, due to their own 
lack of understanding, they were unable to utilise other resources provided to them.  
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6.3. Reflections on the Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework used in this study was based on Bernstein’s (2009) and 
Maton’s (2007) knowledge and knower code theory. This conceptual framework 
provided a means to study the principles that underlie an intellectual field of knowledge 
as well as the relations between knowledge structures and knower structures. Through 
this framework it was possible to answer the research questions discussed in the 
previous chapters of this study. The framework also strengthened the study by 
ensuring that the research goals and questions were explored in a focused conceptual 
manner. It linked the issues raised in the general literature on Mathematics teaching 
and learners’ performance, to the theory implied and used in this study. In particular, 
the guiding principles of the conceptual framework were also used to anchor the 
methodology of this study and therefore assisted the researcher in making meaning 
of the CAPS, how it was translated when teaching fractions in Grade 4 - 6, and how 
the teachers involved accounted for how they understood the CAPS, their decisions 
on how to implement it, and teaching practices. 
6.4. Reflections on the Methodology 
The methodology of this study was a qualitative case study of intermediate teachers 
using the interpretive phenomenological approach. This methodology allowed for 
exploration of the research question in the school context to gain a deeper 
understanding into the implications of CAPS document on teaching and performance. 
Using the IPA (interpretive phenomenological approach) in this study allowed the 
researcher to get closer to the participants and to find out their personal experiences 
with both the CAPS document and the teaching of Mathematics. Furthermore, through 
the methodology, the researcher was able to find the deeper meanings in a text as 
well as the themes and patterns. This aided in drawing conclusions that were relevant 
and meaningful to the study. The coding, chunking, and categorising process in this 
methodology further aided in finding the meaning within interviews, as well as 
distinguishing between what information was of value to the study and which was not. 
Finally, the themes that emerged from the observation and interview data could be 
used to organise the data as provided in the field, and make sense of it using the 
conceptual framework that was adopted for the study.  
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6.5. Limitations of the Study 
The limitations of this study include limited access to Mathematics teachers. The 
school used in this sample is small, therefore, there are few Mathematics teachers 
and one teacher teaches two to three grades, or teachers are in charge of subjects 
they are not qualified to teach. Teachers who were not qualified to teach Mathematics 
thus provided an ‘outsider’ perspective which was valuable to the study, however, they 
did not have full insight or understanding of what it means to be a Mathematics teacher 
and failed to understand the CAPS. This limited the ability to answer the research 
question based on their understanding of CAPS because they were unable to 
effectively answer questions based on the policy. The researcher had to rely on her 
own understanding of this document to gauge how the teachers thought of it, taking 
into consideration the level of expertise in Mathematics knowledge.  
A further limitation was that due to the scope and time available to conduct the study, 
other schools and Mathematics teachers could not be included. This inclusion would 
have added more insights to the study. Therefore, the findings in this study are based 
on a few teachers and only one school and do not provide a broader view of the state 
of teachers’ ability to analyse curriculum policy nor teach Grade 4 - 6 Mathematics. A 
study including or covering more schools and teachers would have allowed for a more 
balanced and general overview that is essential to address concerns related to the 
poor performance of South African learners in Mathematics. Albeit, limited as this 
study is, it has at least demonstrated that the discourse of the CAPS cannot be blamed 
for the poor performance. Instead, it confirms the concerns that have been identified 
as related to the teachers’ subject content knowledge.  
6.6. Recommendations of the Study 
The recommendations for future studies are:  
1. More teachers should be involved in studies of this nature (how to interpret and 
implement the CAPS curriculum as well as using multiple teaching and learning 
materials) so as to develop a more comprehensive grasp of the degree of 
challenges faced by teachers who are struggling with interpreting the 
Mathematics CAPS curriculum.  
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2. Further studies could be conducted on other subjects such as English and 
Science to assess whether the same issues are apparent in these subjects that 
have also shown to be problematic within the South African schooling system.  
3. Further studies could focus on teacher education and out-of-field deployment 
of teachers and examine whether the professional competencies expected from 
teachers are given adequate attention. It would be interesting to uncover the 
extent to which they are taught policy analysis, curriculum theory and its 
implications for teaching practice – not only their traditional specialisation 
subjects but also teaching integrated knowledge that is demanded by the 
current complex and advanced technological context for which they have to 
prepare their learners.  
Based on this study the following recommendations are made.  
The minimum requirement for being able to teach should be changed to a Master’s 
degree as this will aid in ensuring that teachers are sufficiently qualified and 
specialised in both subject knowledge and curriculum knowledge. With teacher 
shortages in South Africa, this may be a challenge. However, based on the state of 
the education in South Africa, implementing this could be hugely beneficial in 
producing teachers who are extremely competent and ‘masters’ of their subject in the 
sense that they would know and understand what they are teaching and the different 
ways in which they can teach. This may be difficult considering that South Africa is 
different both economically and developmentally, however, there are options such as 
subsidies from the government and with the lack of teachers in general, confirmed 
teacher posts for those who complete their masters.  
The number of training seminars held per year should be increased. It is imperative to 
the education system, the learners, and the quality of teaching, that educators attend 
training. Furthermore, training should focus on understanding the policy so that it can 
be implemented correctly and efficiently. This training could also allow for teachers to 
discuss different ideas on how to teach mathematical concepts. Furthermore, it could 
be a platform for teachers to share their experience or ask questions that they may 
have been presented with and were unable to explain. Creating such a space could 
promote a stronger sense of community and support for teachers who may be 
struggling.  
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Finally, there is a need to promote compulsory sponsorship of resources – resources 
exceeding textbooks and workbooks, which are already provided by the Department 
of Basic Education. Instead, companies could sponsor posters, educational games, 
abacus’, paper, and pens, to name but a few. In South Africa, corporate companies 
have social responsibility programs. They have a budget that is set aside specifically 
to donate to charity or sponsor an initiative/cause. From that budget, it should be made 
compulsory that a certain amount should be allocated to sponsor resources for 
schools. If companies were to support schools in this way, it could aid in closing the 
gap between the advantaged and disadvantaged schools. Once this gap is closed, the 
funds would then be used across the board to improve resources in education as a 
whole. Also, as means to get companies to agree and participate, an incentive would 
be offered, such as a tax reduction.  
In essence this study has shown that educators should be specialists within their field 
so that they may teach effectively. It is also important that as a society we find ways 
to support our teachers and learners in order to provide the best quality of education 
possible.  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A: Observation Schedule  
Grade Date Time Topic Observation of Mathematics Class Notes 
    Did teacher welcome class?  
Was the topic to be focused on introduced before and how?  
Did teacher find out what previous knowledge learners had of the topic?  
Did teacher use examples? What kind of examples?  
Were the examples relevant to the learners and understood by the learners?  
Were the examples based off of real-life, everyday examples?  
Did the teacher build on previous knowledge and draw links between old and new 
knowledge? 
 
Did the teacher use resources?  
What resources and how were they used?   
What was the teacher demeanour? Confident, flustered, disorganised etc.   
Did the teacher ensure understanding before progressing to next activity?  
Were there questions? What kinds of questions?  
How did teacher manage learners who did not understand?  
Was homework given at the end of the class?  
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Appendix B: Observations of Mathematics Lessons at School X 
Grade Date Time Topic Observation of Mathematics Class 
4 
(Paige) 
10 May 
2018 
08:50 
– 
09:50 
Fractions • Welcomed class – class was restless 
• Introduced the topic of fractions – asked learners what they know about fractions if 
anything 
• Teacher then drew examples on the board  
• Asked learners questions i.e. how to colour in ¼  
• Showed learners how to add fractions using the diagrams she had drawn 
• Referred learners to textbook to do activity on colouring in different factions and adding 
 
✓ Did not use posters at the back of the class that explain fractions 
✓ Did not use a practical example i.e. paper folding (as CAPS suggests) 
✓ Did not refer to real life examples i.e. cutting cake or pie or sandwich or apple etc. 
✓ Teacher looked frazzled  
✓ Some students appeared to be distracted – teacher did not pick up on this or chose not to 
entertain it 
✓ Teacher did not make sure everyone understood – ended up answering plenty of 
questions during the exercise time – one learner asked what the denominator does not 
change – Paige tried to answer (working in quarters, denominator stays the same) 
learner still seemed confused. 
- Another learner had difficulty with colouring in the fractions (Paige explained the 
function of the denominator and numerator with regards to how many pieces and how 
many to colour in – learner still seems confused.  
✓ Paige answered but struggled to explain in different ways 
✓ Homework given 
5 
(Rose) 
8 May 
2018 
07:50 
– 
08:50 
Fractions • Teacher greeted class 
• Asked class what they remember about fractions 
• Put examples on the board and asked learners individually to give answer  
• Once assured that class understood concept teacher moved on 
• Showed class how to subtract fractions with same denominator, how to convert between 
mixed and improper fractions and how to do fractioning.  
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• Questions: why denominator stays the same if subtracting? And if it’s a really big fraction, 
how do they make it smaller? – simplify. 
• Gave plenty examples on the board and asked learners to come and solve the sums – 
cake example. 
 
✓ Teacher used plenty of examples and re explained often 
✓ Teacher made sure examples were relevant to the students (students even laughed and 
some examples) – cake example was most effective 
✓ Although teacher is not specialist in maths she was composed and confident  
✓ Teacher gave student extra worksheets to do to check their understanding  
✓ Homework given 
6 
(Bella) 
7 May 
2018 
12:30 
– 
13:30 
Fractions • Greeted class and told them they are learning a new concept today 
• Explained that concept can be confusing, but they must follow the steps and they would 
all work through it together 
• Teacher recapped the entirety of what they had learnt so far with regards to fractions 
• Made sure everyone was on the same page before moving on 
• Teacher introduced decimals to the class and explained what it is.  
• She allowed time for learners to make notes and ask questions, there weren’t any, she 
moved on 
• Teacher then referred class to poster on decimals, so they could have a visual 
representation 
• Teacher slowly started introducing examples of how to work decimals out 
• Some learners were lost and didn’t understand, the teacher re-explained in 3 different 
ways  
• Most learners grasped the basics 
• Teacher gave them examples to complete on their white boards and checked to see 
which learners had really understood and which had not 
• Those who had not joined her at her table where she re-explained from scratch using 
different examples 
 
✓ Assessed class participation, made sure everyone was with her 
✓ Gradually introduced new content by showing how it links to learner’s prior knowledge of  
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✓ Allowed learners to make notes (their own resource)  
✓ Used several different examples 
✓ Allowed learners who understood to help learners who didn’t 
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Appendix C: Protocol for analysis (CAPS document) 
 
Checklist ✓  
1. Aims and values of the Mathematics CAPS document  
2. The layout of the CAPS document 
• Are there different sections? 
• Is it grouped by grade? 
 
3. Language used in the CAPS 
• Is it specific to Mathematics? 
• Is it easy to understand? 
• Is it explained in further notes/sections? 
• Are these further notes easy to understand? 
 
4. Structure of Mathematics curriculum 
• Is the structure logical and does it make sense when viewing it? 
• Is the content sequenced? Are there sequencing suggestions? 
• Are there time allocations? 
• Is the content organised based on building prior knowledge? 
• Is it specific and coherent? 
• Does it make reference to what learners should already know? 
• Are there outcomes/skills that are listed and meant to be met? 
 
5. Are there guidelines for teachers to follow?  
6. Does the CAPS provide examples on content in respective section?  
7. Are there suggested ways to teach content? Including reference to 
resources? 
 
8. Does the Mathematics CAPS make reference to the aims and values of 
the document?  
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Appendix D: Semi-structured Interview Schedule 
 
Teacher Grade Date  Time 
Paige Grade 4 17 May 2018 10:10 
Rose Grade 5 15 May 2018 10:10 
Bella Grade 6 14 May 2018 10:10 
 
Introduction script:  
Good morning. Thank you for being a willing participant in my research study for Masters in 
Curriculum Policy. The purpose of this interview is to gain an understanding of your ‘real-life’ 
experiences with the CAPS document for Mathematics, your understanding of the document 
and the means you use to implement the curriculum; including your use of resources. Your 
insight and suggestions are greatly appreciated. Please be aware that your feedback will 
remain confidential and will only be used for the purpose if this research study. Ready? 
 
Questions to be asked:  
1. Tell me about your qualifications/ study background: 
2. Why did you choose to study Mathematics? If you didn’t, why are you teaching Mathematics 
now? 
3. How do you find the Mathematics curriculum with regards to CAPS? Is it easy to 
follow/understand? 
4. How well would you say you know the Mathematics curriculum? On a scale of one to five, 
and why? 
5. Which is a greater struggle for you, implementing the curriculum or the curriculum itself? 
6.What resources, if any, do you use in your class? For example, do you use extra 
worksheets? Posters? Notes? 
7. Are there training seminars for Mathematics teachers? Do you attend them? If yes, why? If 
no, why not? 
8. Do you obtain CPD points for attending these seminars? How many seminars are there a 
year? 
9. Do you think there should be more training seminars? If yes, why? If no, why not? 
10. What would be some of your ideas on how to improve the pass rate in Mathematics? 
11. Do you have any comments or thoughts you would like to share with me? 
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Appendix E: Interview with Paige, Grade 4 Mathematics Teacher 
 
Date:     Subject: Mathematics     Grade: 4 
Pseudonym: Paige 
Interviewer: Good morning. Thank you for being a willing participant in my research study for 
Masters in Curriculum Policy. The purpose of this interview is to gain an understanding of your 
‘real-life’ experiences with the CAPS document for Mathematics, your understanding of the 
document and the means you use to implement the curriculum; including your use of 
resources. Your insight and suggestions are greatly appreciated. Please be aware that your 
feedback will remain confidential and will only be used for the purpose if this research study. 
Ready? 
Paige: Ready.  
Interviewer: Tell me about your qualifications/ study background:  
Paige: I studied a BED degree in university which is four years. We did practical’s every year. 
I am a specialist in English and Life Skills actually. I have been teaching for two years now.  
Interviewer: Why did you choose to study Mathematics? If you didn’t, why are you 
teaching Mathematics now? 
Paige: I have, honestly, never enjoyed maths. Even in school it wasn’t a subject that I was 
excited for or did super well in. I am teaching maths this year because the school is kind of 
short staffed. Every year we grow by a grade, but the school doesn’t seem to employ as many 
teachers. So, we often end up teaching subjects or grades that aren’t our speciality.  
Interviewer: What grades are you supposed to be teaching?  
Paige: I am supposed to be teaching senior phase, so Grades 7 to 9.  
Interviewer: How do find the Mathematics curriculum with regards to CAPS? Is it easy 
to follow/understand? 
Paige: The CAPS document was not that easy to follow. It took me a few minutes to figure out 
the layout and the content of it. I think it’s confusing because they have all the grades in a 
phase on one page and then explain the content for each on the same page. I don’t know, for 
me that’s a bit confusing – why not just put all the information per grade together? I also found 
the way maths was set up, very rigid and strict compared to say Life Skills, where there are 
links drawn to everything. Maths almost seems cold and untouchable.  
Interviewer: How well would you say you know the Mathematics curriculum? On a scale 
of one to five and why? 
Paige: Probably a one or two. Compared to someone whose speciality it is – I really know 
nothing.  
Interviewer: Which is a greater struggle for you, implementing the curriculum or the 
curriculum itself? 
Paige: I think knowing how to teach maths is pretty difficult. So, the implementation. I had a 
learner the other day tell me that he didn’t understand what I had just explained – so I tried to 
explain it again and he still didn’t understand. After that I was stuck – I didn’t know like how 
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else to explain it. And I think that’s where being specialised maybe helps. A specialist probably 
could have thought of ten different ways to explain the same thing. But they confident cause 
they know their stuff so implementing or passing on the knowledge is easier and more 
comfortable for them.  
Interviewer: What resources, if any, do you use in your class? For example, do you use 
extra worksheets? Posters? Notes? 
Paige: I have posters on my wall, but they probably more decorative at this point in time. I tried 
to use a projector once, to show a video on something I was teaching but the video wouldn’t 
play because the internet had dropped so I had to revert to the textbook. Worksheets are used 
scarcely and mainly for homework or as an extra if a learner finishes early. There just isn’t 
much time to use other resources or to get practical because learners have to do so much in 
one lesson in order to finish the syllabus.  
Interviewer: Are there training seminars for Mathematics teachers? Do you attend 
them? If yes, why? If no, why not? 
Paige: I wouldn’t know but I hope so.  
Interviewer: Do you obtain CPD points for attending these seminars? How many 
seminars are there a year?  
Paige: I am not sure. 
Interviewer: Do you think there should be more training seminars? If yes, why? If no, 
why not? 
Paige: I think there should be seminars at least two times per term. Just to touch base with 
teachers in the same field as you. Also, its useful for new teachers who maybe aren’t so 
confident yet to get tips from more experienced teachers. It’s also vital to stay up to date with 
any changes.  
Interviewer: What would be some of your ideas on how to improve the pass rate in 
Mathematics? 
Paige: I think it is really important to get qualified teachers into their specialised field. I think 
its detrimental to the learners to have someone like me – an English and Life Skills teacher – 
teaching them maths. Teachers should be trained in their subject regularly. I think that if the 
content of the maths curriculum is going to stay the same, then the lessons need to be longer 
or there needs to be more of them during the week. Teachers need to be shown how to teach 
in a way that makes content accessible or relevant.  
Interviewer: Do you have any other comments or thoughts you would like to share with 
me?  
Paige: Just one more thing maybe. Teachers are sort of looked down upon and don’t get paid 
as much as other professions. I think because of that people don’t want to become teachers. 
But maybe if we could change that and make teaching more appealing, we would have more 
teachers who are qualified and therefore wouldn’t need to put teachers in field that are not 
their own.  
Interviewer: That is a good point! Thank you so much for answering all my questions. I 
really do appreciate it.  
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Appendix F: Interview with Rose, Grade 5 Mathematics Teacher 
 
Date:     Subject: Mathematics     Grade: 5 
Pseudonym: Rose 
Interviewer: Good morning. Thank you for being a willing participant in my research study for 
Masters in Curriculum Policy. The purpose of this interview is to gain an understanding of your 
‘real-life’ experiences with the CAPS document for Mathematics, your understanding of the 
document and the means you use to implement the curriculum; including your use of 
resources. Your insight and suggestions are greatly appreciated. Please be aware that your 
feedback will remain confidential and will only be used for the purpose if this research study. 
Ready? 
Rose: Got it. Yes, I am ready.  
Interviewer: Tell me about your qualifications/ study background:  
Rose: I started studying in 2011. I started with an um… BA Psychology degree. I then move 
into honours and from there I did a PGCE specializing in Life Orientation.  
Interviewer: Life skills? But you teaching Maths? 
Rose: Yip. I teach one grade Life Skills but…mostly Maths.  
Interviewer: Why did you choose to study Mathematics? If you didn’t, why are you 
teaching Mathematics now? 
Rose: Well as we know, I didn’t do Maths at all. I am teaching maths now because, to be 
honest, I needed a job and teaching experience. I also wasn’t aware that my main subject 
would be maths. I thought maybe a class or two but yeah… I don’t know… it is what it is, I 
guess… 
Interviewer: How do find the Mathematics curriculum with regards to CAPS? Is it easy 
to follow/understand? 
Rose: Well, it could be because I am not a qualified maths teacher, but I found the curriculum 
difficult. It is quite confusing in terms of like the actual set up of it. It kind of feels like everything 
is all over place. I also found some instructions or guidelines quite confusing.  
Interviewer: Can you pinpoint exactly what about the guideline was confusing? 
Rose: it’s hard to say… I guess it’s the way it’s said or structured. To me it could mean multiple 
things… does that make sense? 
Interviewer: How well would you say you know the Mathematics curriculum? On a scale 
of one to five and why? 
Rose: Probably like a two [giggles]. I know that’s terrible but that’s also what happens when 
you have an unqualified teacher, teaching maths. We don’t understand the content in the way 
we probably should. 
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Interviewer: Which is a greater struggle for you, implementing the curriculum or the 
curriculum itself? 
Rose: Um… I think mostly implementing it because once you grasp the curriculum itself it’s 
pretty straight forward – also helps having help – but implementing is hard because I don’t 
know what I can or can’t do or if I change something, am I messing up the meaning or do ing 
it wrong? I guess that’s where actually being a qualified maths teacher would make a 
difference. 
Interviewer: What resources, if any, do you use in your class? For example, do you use 
extra worksheets? Posters? Notes? 
Rose: mmm I have posters on my wall, but I have used them maybe like two times and not 
even all of them., Extra worksheets I use as homework activities sometimes because there 
isn’t really time in class for textbook activities and then extra work. I like to give notes on things 
like unit of measurement so 10 mm = 1 cm, so learners have something to refer to. But it’s not 
as many notes and as often as what I would like.  
Interviewer: Are there training seminars for Mathematics teachers? Do you attend 
them? If yes, why? If no, why not? 
Rose: I am honestly not too sure. I’ve heard it mentioned before but I couldn’t tell you for 
definite. Our school also hasn’t said anything or promoted/encouraged anything. I would 
attend them, especially if it’s for my speciality.  
Interviewer: Do you obtain CPD points for attending these seminars? How many 
seminars are there a year?  
Rose: I am not sure. Sorry.  
Interviewer: Do you think there should be more training seminars? If yes, why? If no, 
why not? 
Rose: I am not even sure if there are any and I think that’s a problem. There definitely should 
be more and they should be better advertised/promoted. It’s important to know how your field 
is changing so that you can change with it.  
Interviewer: What would be some of your ideas on how to improve the pass rate in 
Mathematics? 
Rose: I think mathematics needs to be made fun. Maths is quite strict and rigid, but I don’t 
think the we teach it should be the same. I think if there were time or less demands from the 
syllabus there would be room to make Maths fun and give learners a chance to engage with 
it, in a way that make sense to them.  
Interviewer: Do you have any other comments or thoughts you would like to share with 
me?  
Rose: [shakes head] 
Interviewer: thank you so much for answering all my questions. I really do appreciate 
it.  
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Appendix G: Interview with Bella, Grade 6 Mathematics Teacher 
 
Date:     Subject: Mathematics     Grade: 6 
Pseudonym: Bella 
Interviewer: Good morning. Thank you for being a willing participant in my research study for 
Masters in Curriculum Policy. The purpose of this interview is to gain an understanding of your 
‘real-life’ experiences with the CAPS document for Mathematics, your understanding of the 
document and the means you use to implement the curriculum; including your use of 
resources. Your insight and suggestions are greatly appreciated. Please be aware that your 
feedback will remain confidential and will only be used for the purpose if this research study. 
Ready? 
Bella: I’m ready.  
Interviewer: Tell me about your qualifications/ study background:  
Bella: I studied to become a teacher over 25 years ago. Back then I think they were referred 
to as teacher colleges. So, our education was rather specialised and focused on the world of 
education and teaching.  
Interviewer: Did you choose to study Mathematics as a speciality? 
Bella: I did yes.  
Interviewer: Why did you choose to study Mathematics? If you didn’t, why are you 
teaching Mathematics now? 
Bella: I have always enjoyed Maths and did quite well in it when I was in school. So, I wanted 
to share my passion and enjoyment for the subject with others.  
Interviewer: How do find the Mathematics curriculum with regards to CAPS? Is it easy 
to follow/understand? 
Bella: I was teaching the previous OBE system, so when CAPS came in, it was extremely 
confusing for me. The layout was confusing, the language was difficult to understand – I mean 
it was in English but the way it was set up and thing were explained – I thought I was never 
going to get it. But thankfully maths is maths at the end of the day.  
Interviewer: How well would you say you know the Mathematics curriculum? On a scale 
of one to five and why? 
Bella: I would place myself at a four because I have been teaching for 25 years. I therefore 
feel that I have a superb knowledge of the curriculum and the best ways to convey and teach 
this knowledge.  
Interviewer: Which is a greater struggle for you, implementing the curriculum or the 
curriculum itself? 
Bella: With regards to the curriculum I feel it expects us to cover too much work in too little 
time. In doing this, educators are often being forced to rush through the work, which results in 
the topic not being taught in as much detail as what we would have liked. On the side of 
implementation, learners often can’t afford to have books and stationery or learning material. 
At this school textbooks are supplied up to a certain grade, which does help but it is difficult to 
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teach if learners don’t have the correct workbooks or materials. Most of the learning materials 
need to be bought by us as teachers – this also works out to be very expensive so sometimes 
we just go without resources that could actually add value or help a learner understand. 
Interviewer: What resources, if any, do you use in your class? For example, do you use 
extra worksheets? Posters? Notes? 
Bella: I use the posters in my class – I often get the learners to move around to see the poster... 
Like to use worksheets as an extra tool to assess whether the learners have understood the 
content. So often they’ll do an exercise, then a worksheet and then be given homework either 
from the same classroom textbook or from another book… I also allow learners who have 
understood the content to help other learners, as they are a resource to each other as well.  
Interviewer: Are there training seminars for Mathematics teachers? Do you attend 
them? If yes, why? If no, why not? 
Bella: Yes, there are numerous training sessions. I do attend them because I often learn 
something new by going.  
Interviewer: Do you obtain CPD points for attending these seminars? How many 
seminars are there a year?  
Bella: Yes, you do receive CPD points. I think there are four seminars a year, I am not too 
sure, but I try attend at least two every year.  
Interviewer: Do you think there should be more training seminars? If yes, why? If no, 
why not? 
Bella: I think one every term is adequate. However, when new policies or regulations are put 
into place, I feel that there should be more training courses on it.  
Interviewer: What would be some of your ideas on how to improve the pass rate in 
Mathematics? 
Bella: um… firstly I think there should be smaller classes – not necessarily for this school in 
particular – but most schools. There should be already in place interventions for learners who 
are struggling. I also think that teachers in the Mathematics field should be assessed regularly 
to see whether their strategies and methods are up to scratch and that they are teaching at 
the correct level.  
Interviewer: Do you have any other comments or thoughts you would like to share with 
me?  
Bella: I believe the curriculum should be changed in foundation phase, because this is where 
the root of the problems starts and it is a major factor in determining whether learners will 
succeed in maths in the future.  
Interviewer: thank you so much for answering all my questions. I really do appreciate 
it.  
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Appendix H: Sequencing and Pacing for Grade 4 Mathematics 
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Appendix I: Sequencing and Pacing for Grade 5 Mathematics 
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Appendix J: Sequencing and Pacing for Grade 6 Mathematics 
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Appendix K: Paige’s Consent Form 
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Appendix L: Rose’s Consent Form 
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Appendix M: Bella’s Consent Form 
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Appendix N: Ethics Clearance Certificate 
